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Barron's Upgrades Bates to 'Most Competitive'
By Laura Mytels
Student Correspondent
Following admission trends for the
past several years, the 1990 edition of Barron's
Guide to Colleges has labeled Bates College as
"Most Competitive" in its College Admis¬
sions Selector section. Only 44 schools in the
nation are labeled "Most Competitive" in
the book, said Bates Associate Dean of Ad¬
missions Virginia Harrison.
In the past, Bates was labeled as
"Highly Competitive," one step below its
present ranking at the top of the six-level
system. The book states that "these ['Most
Competitive'] colleges require high school
rank in the top 10% to 20% and grade aver¬
ages of A to B+.... In addition, many of these
colleges admit only a small percentage of
those who apply-usually fewer than one
third."
"It's great to be in this company,"
said Harrison. The book also states that
"even superior students will encounter a
great deal of competition for admission to
the colleges in this category."
Every two years, tne editors of the
book send a lengthy questionnaire to the
Bates Admissions Office. The Office did not
know of the school's new ranking until they
saw the book for themselves, said Harrison.
"We were pleasantly surprised," she com¬
mented. "We just answered the question¬
naire and we didn't know about the editors'
decision. It just appeared in the bookstores."
In addition to the criteria of grade

Clare Greenlaw ’92, leading prospective applicants on tour of Bates College, now ranked in the
Barron's Guide to Colleges as one of the 'most competitve’ colleges in the nation. File Photo

average and class rank, Barron's also uses
average SAT scores of applicants to deter¬
mine in which category a school belongs.
Harrison found that Bates, which does not
require SAT scores for admission, was not
adversely affected by the policy. "They
[Barron's ] are very understanding of our
score policy. They give us leeway," she said.
"It hasn't hurt us any to have SATs be op¬
tional."

Although the number of people ap¬
plying to Bates has dropped slightly due to
a national decline in the number of collegeaged students, admission to Bates remains
increasingly difficult to gain , remarked
Harrison. "It isn't so much the numbers of
applicants as it is the credibility of the appli¬
cants," said Harrison. "We have a really
difficult time making our decisions because
■ SEE BARRON'S, PAGE 2

Faculty To Vote On Broader Testing Requirements for Applicants
by Evan M. Silverman
News Editor
The Committee on Admissions and
Financial Aid has recommended to the
Faculty the adoption of a new policy to
increase the number of potential applicants
to Bates by a factor of five, and minority
candidates by a factor of fourteen.
The proposed legislation would re¬
quire applicants to "submit the official re¬
sults of at least one of the following forms of
standardized testing: the Scholastic Apti¬
tude Test (SAT), three Achievement (ACH)
tests, including the English Composition Test
(with or without the essay), or the American
College Testing (ACT)." Currently, the
Admissions Office requires submission of
three ACHs, or the ACT, while submission
of SAT results is optional.
The proposal also contains the provi¬
sions that students who do not speak Eng¬
lish as a first language may submit the Test
of English as a Foreign Language or another

parallel form of testing, and non-traditional
students do not have to submit any forms of
testing. The Admissions Office considers
applicants outside the 18-22 age bracket and
applicants with dependants or exceptional
experiences as non-traditional.
Each year approximately one million
students take SATs, but of these students,
only 200,000 white students and 15,000
minority students take one or more Achieve¬
ment tests, according to the College Board.
As a result, Bates turns away 80% of the
potential SAT testers and 93% of the minor¬
ity SAT testers at the pre-inquiry stage.
"We're truncating our (admissions)
pool for no good reason I can see," says Dean
of Admissions William Hiss. He adds that
students who take ACHs are not necessarily
the only students who would excel at Bates,
rather they are the best counseled, most
affluent, and most sophisticated college
shoppers.
The Committee's explanation of the
new proposal states that, "many of Bates'

best students have been from public schools
and from blue collar and middle class back¬
grounds. Yet, especially outside of New
England, these groups are not likely to be
counseled to take ACH tests. Although they
may have superb academic records, students
who have not taken the ACH tests cannot
apply to Bates."
"We have no capacity to successfully
get the message across" that applicants must
submit ACFIs, says Dean Hiss. All of the
college's literature states the Admissions
Office's requirements, however, many stu¬
dents throughout the nation continue to be
unaware of the policy. Students also often
decline from applying to Bates, rather than
taking three ACHs.
According to Dean Hiss, Bowdoin
College's applicant pool "almost doubled"
when the college broadened its testing re¬
quirements to make the submission of all
standardized tests optional. As a result,
competition among applicants increased,
■ SEE TESTING, PAGE 4

News
College Beat:
At Least 20 Students Arrested at Williams
Compiled by Alicia Tomasian
Editor-in-Chief

Williams College
The Williamstown Police have cracked
down on Williams students, arresting
at least twenty students in the first ten
days of school. This summer, the Wil¬
liamstown Board of Selectmen met to
discuss ways to limit excessive drink¬
ing and late night parties. The select¬
men reportedly considered passing
curfew laws or even banning offcampus housing.
Information compliments The Williams
Record.

Bowdoin College
This past summer, the Bowdoin Pines
suffered depletion when the college's
outgoing president authorized the
downing of 92 trees. Due to the lack of
information involved in the removal of
the Pines, the campus formed the
Environmental
Impact
Committee(EIC).
The
college
groundskeepers were supposed to
consult the EIC on any future changes
on the grounds. However, several
weeks ago a 50 ft. by 150 ft. plot of the
Bowdoin Pines, natural woods, was
cleared of underbrush and growth.
Although no trees were cut, the clear¬

ing has stopped at the request of stu¬
dents and faculty.
Information compliments Sharon Hayes,
Editor-in-Chief, Bowdoin Orient.

Dartmouth College
Last Friday, The Dartmouth Review
printed a quote from Adolf Hitler in
their credo. The Review, which has not
changed its credo in ten years, had
added a quote from Teddy Rooselvelt
and the Hitler quote appeared in the
middle. The editorial board of the paper
claims they were sabotaged, from ei¬
ther within the staff or elsewhere. They
issued an apology signed by four of
their editors, but many claim the apol¬
ogy was also written in Hitler-like
rhetoric and that it was insincere. The
president of The Review, along with
three members, has resigned. Yester¬
day, Dartmouth college experienced
its largest rally in history. The rally,
entitled Dartmouth Uninted Against
Hate, showed the extent of criticism
against The Review, a conservative off
campus newspaper not affiliated with
Dartmouth College. Mostof their fund¬
ing comes from alumni, organizations
such as The National Review and the
Olin Foundation, and right-wing poli¬
ticians.
Information compliments The Dartmouth
editorial staff.

Colleges Ranked as 'Most Competitive' in
the 1990 Barron's Compact Guide to Colleges
Amherst College
Bates College
Boston College
Bowdoin College
Brown University
Bryn Mawr College
California Institute of
Technology
Claremont McKenna College
College of William and Mary
Colorado College
Columbia College (Columbia Univer¬
sity)
Cooper Union for the Advance¬
ment of Science and Art
Cornell University
Dartmouth College
Duke University
Georgetown University
Harvard and Radcliffe Colleges
(Harvard University)
Harvey Mudd College
Haverford College
Johns Hopkins University
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology
Middlebury College
Northwestern University
Pomona College
Princeton University
Rice University
Stanford University
Swarthmore College

Tufts University
United States Coast Guard
Academy
United States Military Academy
United States Naval Academy
University of Chicago
University of Pennsylvania
University of Virginia
Wake Forest University
Washington and Lee University
Webb Institute of Naval
Architechture
Wellesley College
Wesleyan University
Wiliams College
Yale University

Barron's
■ CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
so many of the applicants are so well
qualified."
President Donald Harward
said of the new ranking, "It is impor¬
tant for the college's general sense of
reputation (however) ... I think we
ought to be very cautious about what
such studies or rankings really meas¬
ure." He added, "We must keep a
healthy suspicion about what they re¬
veal."

BATES COLLEGE
Lewiston, Maine 04240
Full-time: 750 men. 750 women
Feewitr 136; nt, ♦$
Part-time: none
Ph.O.s: 80%
Graduate: none
Student/tacuitf: 12 le
Year 4-4-1
TBitle*»:$1S,322
Application Deadline: Feb. 1
Freshman Class: 3391 applied, 1227 accepted, 414 enrolled
ACT or ATs: required

t
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Barron's Guide to Colleges statistical table. Marian Proctor Photo.

Beverage World
wants to do his taxes
but he finds it too difficult to
hold a pencil.
Without your help, he may not
be able to do them.

For this man it’s arthritis. For
someone else it might be poor eyesight
or maybe they just can’t cope. The fact
is, last year 4 million Americans got the
help they needed from IRS Volunteer
Assistance Programs.
If you have the desire to help and a
basic aptitude for math, you could
become a part of the IRS Volunteer
Assistance Programs. So volunteer and
call 1800 424-1040. Beginning October 1,
1990, please call 1 800 8294040.
Volunteer and make someone’s
taxes less taxing.
A Public Service of
This Publication &

Oct. Specials
Moose Head 6 pk Btls. $3.99
Molson 12 pkcans $7.49
Bud 12 pk cans $7.59
Labah 12pkcans $7.29
NEW
Natural Light Kegs $32.001/2 Keg
Yeungling (porter, ale, lager) $4.29
From Mexico:
Chihuahua and Bohemia

■ The
™ American Red Cross
in Maine

Give. Volunteer. Receive.
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6pk

Over 150 different
types of Beer
Large selection of
Imported Wines
Soda, Kegs, Cups, Ice, Cigs
Great Prices

256 BartCett St,
Lenriston, Me.
783-4277

NEWS

Stephen Jay Gould To Speak Tonight
Acclaimed Paleontologist's Address Headlines Weekend Events
By Laura Sullivan
Copy Editor
The theme of the upcoming
Back-to-Bates weekend is the celebra¬
tion of the Natural Sciences at Bates. In
keeping with this theme, renowned
paleontologist Stephen Jay Gould will
give an address at the official dedica¬
tion of the new wing of Carnegie Sci¬
ence Hall.
Gould, a p -ofessor of zoology
and geology at Harvard University, is
most well-known for his theories of
evolution. Along with fellow paleon¬
tologist Niles Eldredge, he developed
the theory of punctuated equilibria,
which contends that evolution occurs
in bursts followed by long periods of
stability.
Gould discounts the notion
that evolution has progressed leading
to human existence. Instead, he sees
human existence, and indeed all exis¬
tence, as a result of random chance. In
an interview with Time Magazine in
the May 14, 1990 issue, Gould stated,
"Since evolution has no inherent or
pred ictable direction, if you could play
life's tape again from any early point,
you would get a completely different
result that wouldn't include human
beings." According to this view, the
human species was just "one of an
infinite number of possibilities."
This view is still somewhat
radical within the paleontology com-

Harvard Professor of Paleontology Stephen Jay Gould.
Photo Courtesy of News Bureau.
munity. However, many new discov¬
eries have come to light in recent years
supporting this theory of evolution.
Gould has received numerous
awards in his long career, including an

honorary degree from Bates in 1987.
Construction of the new wing
and renovations on the original build¬
ing were completed this summer. Costs
for the new facility totalled $9.6 mil¬

lion, making it the largest single proj¬
ect ever accomplished at Bates.
The new wing will be named
the Foss Wing in honor of Dr. Alvin W.
Foss, a 1897 alumnus of Bates. A be¬
quest from Mrs. Pearl V. Foss in honor
of her late husband helped to make the
addition possible.
The new wing houses several
specialized laboratories, lecture halls
and a planetarium.
President Harward said of the
new building, "By making available to
our students the latest equipment and
technology, by providing them with
some of the most modem means of
conducting critical scientific experi¬
ments and research, we are placing our
students in the forefront of undergradu¬
ate science education, preparing them
to understand the topics, methods and
practice of science."
Harward adds that an average
of slightly more than 14 percent of
Bates graduates major in the natural
sciences, compared to an 8 percent
average nationwide. "Bates has a tra¬
dition of attracting excellent students
and educating a significant portion for
careers in the sciences."
Professor Gould will give his
address in the Chapel Friday at 8:15
p.m. . The dedication will be held at
11:30 a.m. on Saturday at Carnegie
Science Hall.

Abridged Schedule of Events: Back-To-Bates Weekend- October 5, and 6,1990
Friday, October 5. 1990
noon-10:00 p.m. Registration

Chase Hall

7:00 p.m.

Planetarium Show

Ladd Planetarium

8:15 p.m.

Dedication Lecture by Stephen Jay Gould

College Chapel

Saturday. October 6, 1990
8:00 a.m.-noon Registration
9:30-11:15 a.m. SCIENCE SYMPOSIA
Session 1: "New Horizons in Science and Technology"
Session 2: "Environmental Issues"
11:30 a.m.

Chase Hall

Lee H. Abrahamsen, Assistant Professor of Biology
J. Dykstra Eusden, Assistant Professor of Geology

DEDICATION CEREMONY

Carnegie 204
Carnegie 113
Carnegie Science Hall

12:30-2:00 p.m. Alumni Barbeque

Tent on Library Quad

1:30-6:15 p.m.

Geology and Biology field trips to Morse Mountain
(Sign up in Chase Hall Oct. 5 & 6)

Vans depart at Kenison Gates

1:30-4:00 p.m.

Tours of Dana Chemistry Hall

Dana Chemistry Hall

1:30-2:00 p.m.

Atom Collisions and Laser Spectroscopy Demonstrations

Carnegie 144

Scanning Electron Microscope Demonstrations

Carnegie B12

2:00-3:00 p.m.

Planetarium Show

Ladd Planetarium

2:30-3:00 p.m.

Cell and Molecular Biology Experiments

Carnegie 306 and 310

3:00-3:30 p.m.

Bio-Psychology Demonstrations

Carnegie 418 and 445

3:00-4:00 p.m.

Student Presentations

Carnegie 414,417 and 425

3:30-4:00 p.m.

Alumni Panel: Career Optionsfor Physics Majors

Carnegie 113

4:00-5:00 p.m.

Batestar Alumni Reception with faculty and members of the Senior class

Tent on Library Quad

4:00-5:00 p.m.

Reception for aF Science faculty, students, and alumni

Carnegie Science Hall Lobby

9:30 p.m.-l :00

South of The Border Fiesta/Dance (Sponsored by CHC)_

Chase Hall
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Testing
■ CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

allowing for a stronger, more diversi¬
fied student body.
In drawing up the proposal,
the Committee examined Dana Profes¬
sor Drake Bradley's report, "The Op¬
tional SAT Policy at Bates: A Final
Report," which found the grade point
averages of SAT score submitters and

non-submitters over the last five years
to be virtually identical. "There has
been no visible disadvantageous con¬
sequence of the optional SAT policy.
Entering class credentials have im¬
proved, and attrition among non-sub¬
mitters has been almost non-existent,"
concluded the Committee.
The proposal will be voted
upon at next month's faculty meeting,
scheduled to be held Monday, November 5 at 4:10 p.m..

Tbu’re smart
enough to get your
Geography
Entertainment and
Sports & Leisure
wedges
all in one turn.

FAST FUNDRAISING
G

$

1000

JUST
ONE
WEEK.

Earn up to $1000 in one week
for your campus organization.

Plus a chance at
$5000 more!
This program works!
No investment needed.

lALTtS^

Call 1-800-932-0528 Ext. 50

And you’re
still smoking?
U.S. Department of Health & Human Services

Asian
Cuisine
PHILLIPINE, CHINESE
JAPANESE, INDIAN
THAILAND CUISINE &
VEGETARIAN DISHES

^ MACROBIOTIC MENU
XT
2 FOR 1 DINNERS
Caters to Small or Large Parties

Two entrees for one low price!
Mon to Wed $12.95
ThurstoSat $15.95 (more elegant dishes)
114 LISBON ST
783-1883

SAVINGS TO YOU!
Mon * Thurs
11:30 - 9
Fri & Sat
’Till 10
LEWISTON

CofCeye^ Variety
Corner ‘Bardzvett and %usse(lSt.
"We

now offer a wider selection of sandwiches, beer and wines”

Get Acquainted Special
Busch half barrell
$39.50
Turkey 12 inch sub
$2.39
Coke 16 oz. (warm)
490

Delivery areas limited to ensure safe driving

IT’S TIME FOR DOMINO’S PIZZA®
Call Us!

783-2200

Hours: MON-THURS 4:30pm-lam
FRI & SAT
SUN

llam-2 am
11 am-1 am

©1990 The Coca-Cola Company "Coca-Cola" and the Dynamic Ribbon device are trademarks of the Coca-Cola Company.

We accept student checks
9 to 9 Mon., Tues., Wed.
9 to 10 Thurs. and Fri.
10 to 9 Sat.
Video Rentals,Nintendo rentals,and a wide selection
of Beverages, snacks, and cigarettes at carton prices.
Also, (Party (Balts, (Kegs, and (Pumps.

iii
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Free Coke
get four free cans of coca-cola
classic when you order a 16"
pizza.
EXPIRES:

10/12/90

H
Valid at participating stores only Not valid with any other offer Pnces may vary Customer
pays sales tax and deposit where applicable Delivery areas limited to ensure safe dnvmg
Our drivers carry less than $2000 Our drivers are not penalized for late deliveries

$1.00 OFF
get $1.00 off any size pizza.
EXPIRES:

10/12/90

m
Valid at participating stores only Not valid with any other otter Pnces may vary Customer.
pays sales tax and deposit where applicable Delivery areas limited to ensure safe dnving
Our drivers carry less than $20 00 Our drivers are not penalized tor late deliveries

Forum
The Bates Student

Alicia Tomasian.
Editor -in-Chief
Steve Peters ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••♦•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••A Managing Editor
Evan Silverman.
News Editor
Mary Lehman.....Arts & Entertainment Editor
Mark Freeman.Focus Editor
Jesseca Timmons.
Forum Editor
Jason Patenaude.Sports Editor
Marian Proctor...
Photography Editor
Laura Sullivan.Copy Editor
Tabitha Sparks
Copy Editor
Rich Woolfson.Advertising Manager
Rae Tzitzura.Business Manager

Increased Activism Welcomed

Letters to the Editor
Quality Relates Other Side of Story
To the Editor:
Enough is enough, it is time for the
tru th to be heard, for the sake of all that
is good in the world. If racism is the
reason for the boycott of Quality
Market, then all people should join
together to fight for this noble cause.
All people that is, not just the Bates
students , but the people of the com¬
munity as well. For racial prejudice is
something that hurts us all, even in the
reverse sense as a tool to hurt innocent

people.
The rallying cry behind the boycott
of Quality Market is just as damaging,
for the words "racial prejudice" are
being used to hurt the innocent people
of Quality Market. The words"racial
prejudice" are being used to mask the
real problem. The words of the cashier
that night were misquoted and used to
serve this purpose. Sadly, many Bates
Students are falling for it. Bates stu■ SEE QUALITY, PAGE 7

BCRA Apologizes For Bad Advertising
To the Editor:

In just the first four weeks of school, we have faced racial,
sexual, violent and ethical issues that have tom the campus apart.
Each issue becomes a conflict with two sides, each side judging
the other because on must be superior, the more enlightened, the
more human point of view. But no issue is so simple, nor are any
two points of view. Each problem must be resolved with individ¬
ual understanding, not concordance with one "side" or another.
The increased activity and violence on campus has heightened
aoth awareness and activism at Bates, a trend which must be
applauded no matter how unfortunate the circumstances which
Drought his change about. This too is a product of individual
understanding and sensitivity, or how each one of us fits into our
community and what we can do to make it a better place.
Once thought of as an "apathetic" campus, Bates' role in
political and social activism has grown in just the past few years,
from The Movement to the March on Kennebunk. Bates students
volunteer a shelters for battered and homeless men, women, and
children, for pregnant teenagers and for children who need
guidance and support. In the last week, Batesies "slept out" for
two nights to remind us of the homeless, while another 'Take
Back The Night" march will take place in the week ahead. AfroAm became Amandla! while the GLBSA has added another letter
to their name to recognize bisexuals in their membership. Bates
now has at least three political clubs, not to mention numerous
environmental and sodally-consdous movements and one or
more new newspapers.
Finally, with Bates having just been named a "most competi¬
tive" school, facing a new alcohol policy, and entering into what
seems to be a trend of violence, the entire atmosphere here may
change. But judging from what has happened so far in 1990, we
will continue to face adversity with increased awareness, caring,
and good intentions, if not immediate solutions.

In response to Laura Walsh's letter to
the editor (issue Sept. 21), I sincerely
apologize to Laura and the rest of the
Bates community in behalf of the Bate
College Rowing Association. I too was
shocked to hear about unacceptable
party advertisements. It is not my wish
or the wish of any member of the
B.C.R.A. to offend anyone or help cre¬
ate and environment detrimental to
women's safety or to the safety of
anyone. It is my hope and belief that
the individuals who created these of¬
fensive ad vertisements did so without
fully realizing the offensive or detri¬

mental nature they contained. I do not
offer this last statement as an excuse,
only as an explanation. I know that no
apology can fully right the wrong that
has been done; but it is important that
we understand the mistake we have
made. We have learned that from it,
and we hope that others have learned
from it as well. We are indeed truly
sorry and hope that apology is accepted.
Sincerely,
Peter Creaser '89
Head Coach of B.C.R.A

Bates Judicial System Questioned
To the Editor:
I am writing in regard to the apathy
shown by the Student Conduct Com¬
mittee and the administration in the
attack of a fellow student which oc¬
curred Saturday September 15th. I am
outraged that such a vicious attack
was taken so lightly and that the vic¬
tim must live in constant fear of repri¬
sal by his attackers. In addition, the
precedent which has been set by this
case has established a system in which
students are able to justify their ac¬
tions with outrageous accusations
against the victim, in order to make
him appear the criminal. For the Stu¬
dent Conduct Committee to let these
actions go unpunished is the most

pathetic display of justice I have ever
seen. Probation and counseling are not
punishments, they merely are allow¬
ing these students to remain on cam¬
pus, which they do not deserve. It is
obvious that Bates needs to re-evaluate
its judicial system. If nothing is done to
change the situation, I can only be
thankful that this is my last year in an
institution that allows such violent,
criminal acts to go by unheeded. Hope¬
fully, the State of Maine Police will not
take an assault of this magnitude this
lightly.
Sincerely,
Heidi Hamill
Class of 1991

Students Respond to Gillis Letter
To the Editor:
Dear Mr. Brendan J. Gillis : This is
written in response to your letter con¬
cerning the boycott of Quality Market.
We found a number of things disturb¬
ing and even contradictory in your
letter. It is clear after reading your let¬
ter that you are concerned not with
solving the problem of racism, rather
you see the need to put an end to the
recent controversy so your life of guilt
free shopping at Quality Market can

return to normal. If you were truly
concerned with solving the problem of
racism, you would not be so quick to
excuse racist acts, nor would you want
to separate yourself, as well as the rest
of white society, from the problem and
also the solution.
We find upon reading your letter
that your main objective is to offer
excuses for the racist statement. First of
all, we believe that in fact Quality, as
■ SEE GILLIS, PAGE 6

More Letters to the Editor, Page 8
The views expressed in columns and letters to the editor voice the
opinions of the writers and not necessarily those of the Editorial
Board of the Bates Student._
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Legalization of Drugs: The Path to Destruction
'Oh my God, there are thirty little
Dan Quayles running all over my face'
or 'Why did the toilet just belch and
grin up at me?' or 'Have you seen my
nose?' are the type of utterances one
may hear at certain places on the Bates

Adam Fifield
Campus at 3:15 on a Saturday morn¬
ing. When someone is an altered state
of consciousness due to a illicit drug,
these horrific stories can become a
distinct reality. Now, there is talk of
legalizing such substances. This would
be a grave mistake.
Some advocates of legalization, who
claim to be experienced, say that an
acid trip, for instance, fills there mind
with profound thoughts and inspires
poetic verse- that it's something every¬
one should try. One student tripping
on acid in the wee hours of the morn¬
ing, wrote down what he thought was
one the most important notions he had
ever had. In the morning, he looked at
what he had written. His words of
wisdom were as follows: "There's a
slight chill in the room." When he be¬
comes a poet laureate from experienc¬
ing more profound realizations, I'll pass
on purchasing his first book.
Those who advocate the legaliza¬

tion of drugs, for other than personal
reasons or poetic stimulation, claim
that since drugs are illegal, they cause
prostitution, theft, murder and other
crimes. These people must realize that
drugs are not bad because they're ille-

If drugs are ever legalized,
an uncontrollable type of
crime will evolve: those
dangerous acts committed
by people whose emotions
and common sense are
confused and paranoid by
substances like angel dust
and cocaine.
gal, they're illegal because they're bad.
If drugs are ever legalized, an un¬
controllable type of crime will evolve:
those dangerous acts committed by
people whose emotions and common
sense are confused and paranoid by
substances like angel dust and cocaine.
As with alcohol, except to a much
greater degree, these drugs, in particu¬
lar, will cause domestic violence, rape,
highway accidents, child abuse and
overall chaos. To cite an example, in a

Los Angles suburb, a young mother
who was high on "angel dust" fried
her six-month old baby in a frying pan
on her stove.
Many pseudo 'liberal' political ac¬
tivists feel they must listen to the Grate¬
ful Dead, wear bandannas on their
heads and smoke loads of reefer in
order to be 'liberal'. To paraphrase
Malcolm X on the topic of drug use and
political activism: 'It (drug use) keeps
the mind off the revolution.' These
purported liberals who constant^
smoke marijuana and trip out on acid
no longer care about any political cause
or charity. Drugs dull motivation.
Apathy is a general by-product of
continuous drug use. If marijuana .were
legalized, the work force in this coun¬
try would become lackadaisical and
generally unproductive. Unemploy¬
ment would skyrocket. As addicts of
marijuana and harder drugs would not
be able to hold down jobs, they would
resort to prostitution and stealing for
drug money and their basic subsis¬
tence. Thus, the crime element surfaces
again.
The Phoenix House, a New York
City-based rehabilitation program,
reported that in addition to the Ameri¬
can Medical Association, 10% of people
who drink become alcoholics. How¬

ever, they later reported that 75% of
people who take drugs will become
addicted. If hard drug consumption on
the Bates Campus, should these drugs
become legal and accessible, equaled
that of alcohol, the incidence of vio¬
lence and thedrop-outrate would both
rise dramatically.
An argument for legalization advo¬
cates use is that illegal drugs, at the
mqment, only constitute less than 1/3
of all substance use and abuse. Alcohol
and cigarettes are the major problem,
they say. However, if cocaine vials were
available at the local drug store, straws
would replace cigarette butts as the
most prevalent litter on campus.
The drug war can't be fought only
on the Texas-Mexico border or in Co¬
lumbian cocoa fields. The rehabilita¬
tion centers in this country, which now
only hold 1 /4 of all the drug addicts
seeking help, are the most feasible
investment for our tax dollars. Sec¬
ondly, scientific research into the na¬
ture of addiction is a crucial factor in
winning this war.
Legalizing drugs may sound like a
good idea when you are under the
influence of an illicit substance, ha ving
profound thoughts. It's time to stop
making excuses- we can't give up this
easily.

Early Morning Thoughts of a Rower: Why Ant I Here?
5:00 AM, my alarm is buzzing, and I
faintly hear a dissatisfied moan from
my roommate. As I slither off the top
bunk, which currently feels 100 feet
from the floor, I ask myself the same
question yet again. Why did I decide to

Rebecca Sanferrare
row? Is it the allure of blistered hands,
dark morning rides to the boathouse,
or morning weigh-ins at the Health
Center? Maybe the pungent aroma of
the Androscoggin is what convinces
me to rise at this insane hour. Anyone
who knows me realizes that I'm not co¬
herent enough to rationalize much until
coffee has entered my system. I think I
am fully awake only when the I feel the
weight of the boat rest on my shoulder.

GilliS ■

Now, partially awake, I can focus
on the day around me and decide if its
all worth it. Sometimes I continue my
questioning train of thought and try to
ingrain "You love this. Team spiritYea Bates crew," in my brain. Those
are the mornings of sore muscles, rain,
or studying until 2:00 a.m. the night
before. It is mornings like today, how¬
ever, which erase the drizzley, freez¬
ing memories.
The 'Scog monster must have
smartly been still in bed, for not only
was the smell faint, but the water was
glassy calm. Due to the cold, from which
spandex offers no protection, fog cov¬
ered the water like a blanket. The sun
began to rise and bum it off, only to
create a rosey glow on the trees and
water. As our boat streamed down
river, I felt like an intrusion in the calm

surroundings.
It is difficult to describe the feeling
of peace one gets while rowing. Not
another soul, except for a few grazing

My friends think I'm a nut¬
case for participating in
anything that requires ris¬
ing while Orion is still
bright in the sky. I proba¬
bly would too if I'd never
seen this sight.
cows, is around. Problems seem to fade
away while I'm concentrating on my
stroke among such beauty. The Iraq
crisis, recent attacks on Campus, this
week's workload, and the $2.13 left in
my checking account suddenly are

forgotten. All I feel is the rising sun and
my oar as it-hopefully-smoothly dips
into the water. It's nice to know that
some things can still override the pat¬
tern of stress that we all fall so easily
into.
I still hate my alarm buzzer with
passion and will probably consume
numerous cups of coffee throughout
the day. Power naps are a part of life.
And thank God Sunday brunch is open
until 12:30! But that beauty is worth it
during the week. For as picturesque as
our campus is, it is shadowed by the
Androscoggin at sunrise, even with
the algae on top. "This is why I row," I
thought. Of course having an excuse to
wear bright pink spandex with tacky
patterns may be the reason too!

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

well as any business, should take re¬
sponsibility for the actions of their
employees while on duty. Now, it is
absurd and naive to think that any
employed person would never treat a
customer in a rude or discriminatory
manner. In fact, in the real world, this
happens on a regular basis. You also
offer the excuse that stores must be
extremely careful when selling alco¬
holic beverages. This is clearly true,
but you are missing the point. The
point is that Quality could have made
their decision to sell or not to sell
without twenty minutes of harassment
or the racist comment.
There are also many instances in your
letter where you seem to separate
yourself from the problem. You state
that the comment "Was not made out
of malice, but out of ignorance" and

that this predominantly White and un¬
educated community (of townies per¬
haps?) is not blameworthy, "Since they
don't know any better." Two criticisms
follow from this. First, racism is ra¬
cism. But you imply in your comments
that this racism is not severe enough to
take a serious stand. This is clearly
false. All racism stems from ignorance,
whether it is malicious or not. All acts
of racism warrant serious reaction.
Secondly, if you were truly trying to
understand the problem of racism, you
would not separate yourself from it.
You would not draw the distinction
between yourself and the "Average
resident of Lewiston."
You also create a distinction between
the African-American students and the
White students on Campus, therefore
separating yourself from the solution
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of this problem as well. You speak of
the boycott as "their cause" and "they"
are separate from " the rest of the studentbody." Frankly, solving this prob¬
lem should be the responsibility of the
entire Campus. It should be "our"
cause.
These separations you create are
wrong. As an educated White person,
you must continue to take responsibil¬
ity for the problem rather than putting
yourself above it. It follows that it is
therefore a problem which includes
you and if you are committed to its
solution, you should label yourself
accordingly.
This separatist language permeates
your entire letter. You also imply that
Amandla! rashly decided to boycott
without following through with some¬
thing "rational". Why is boycott any

less rational than any other option? We
think that the boycott is a serious, effec¬
tive and indeed "rational" stand to a
serious incident of discrimination. The
community needs to realize the sever¬
ity of the statement and stand. Further,
it seems extremely condescending to
assume Amandla! has not considered
the option of communication.
There is such a thing as a well-edu¬
cated, ignorant person. By dangerously
believing that we are alx)ve the prob¬
lem and continuing to make excuses,
we are only making the problem worse.

Jill Lemon, '92
Jason Dodson, '92

FORUM

The Draft: Passing the Buck to the Less Fortunate
Many of us who are of draft age
have something to fear if GeorgeBush
decides to put his electric golf cart into
high gear. If a general draft is declared
and problems in the Middle East per-

Sam Tyler
sist, the armed forces might ask us to
"serve our country". Once confronted
with the call to "defend our nation," it
seems to me that we have twobasic
options. Obviously, we could do what
our government tells us todo and spend
acoupleofyearsin the military. On the
other hand, wecould refuse to support
our military system and foreign policy.
I would prefer to stand in the second
group. I don't support the current
conflict nor do I see any beneficial
outcome to violence.
Unfortunately, deciding not to fight
does not allow us to feelcomfortable in

life that we had not caused someone to
come to a violent end. Our society is
one that makes it easy for people of
oui economic and social background
to avoid going to war. For most of
us,we have not had to join the military
to make a living because the public
education thatthegovemmentgaveus
proved insufficient to findany other
type of employment.
For those of us who, like myself, de¬
test violence and think it pointless, and
have grown up in an environment
where violence is unacceptable, non¬
violent means are the root to success.
We should use nonviolent methods of
advancement because we are part of a
ruling class and can thrive in the cur¬
rent governmental andsocial system.
That is obviously not the case for
everyone in thiscountry. Violence is
the status quo in many parts of the
UnitedStates. For many segments of

(the American population, violence is
themethod with which a great deal can
be accomplished. These people are the
ones who will be shipped off to war.
They will go to war becausethey grew
up in an environment which accepts
violence. They are at a distinct disad¬
vantage when it comes to dealing with
our - can I be so bold as to say - socially
exploitative government. If we avoid
military service we will be passing the
buck to somebody else who may very
wel lnot want to go, but is in no posi¬
tion to say no or see any otheroption.
The military is lucky to have a group of
people who areappropriately social¬
ized for such service.
This is the root of a potential prob¬
lem. I believethat avoiding military
service is the better of two options.
This sends a clear message to the gov¬
ernment that a war has little popular

support. The fact remains that as a
result of refusing to be a part ofa sys¬
tem that works to kill other people, the
Selective Service Bureau must go to the
next person in line to find enough
people to fill theranks. That person
may very well be of a lower social and
economicclass than those who choose
not to go.
The people who will benefit most
from such a war are obviously not the
have-nots, but the haves. This affair is
about trying to preserve the present
economic system and hence, the class
system. The point of this is that those
of us who do want not to kill Arabs on
Arab land for Arab oil have a moral re¬
sponsibility to carry around with us
for the rest of our lives. To avoid
killingthose of other nations, we have
to risk killing our neighbors.

The Decline and Fall of Education in America
The United States of America is pres¬
ently falling ill with a terrible disease
and unless we begin to treat it now, it
will grow into a plague of epidemic
proportions. The great disease I am

Jacqueline Epsimos
referring to is ignorance. The educa¬
tional standards in our country are
slipping, and with that, so will our
country.
Education is the great equalizer.
When we educate our young , they
acquire knowledge, and this knowl¬
edge is the building block from which
they will make momentous decisions
for our nation. . If we are to preserve
our freedom, we must stress the im¬
portance of learning for all, because we
are an aware society that can think
independently as a democratic society.
Perhaps the reason that I am so con¬
cerned is because I am the product of a
public school education and I am all

too aware of the attitude of the average
student: we seem to have traded in
long term goals for instant gratifica¬
tion. After- school jobs are more popu¬
lar than studying. We live in a society
where money and material possessions
are valued more then education. Suc¬
cess is measured solely by money,
hence the distorted priorities.
What does this say about our cul¬
ture on the whole? Has television
lowered our reading skills? In my opin
ion, our entire country has become
overly fat and content and the people
of the United States are becoming in¬
creasingly lazy. Meanwhile, other
countries are surpassing us. This is
evident in comparing scores of inter¬
national competitions, both physical
and academic.
We have to make drastic changes
in the ways in which we think. We
must instill the value of a good educa¬
tion and its future rewards in our stu¬
dents. America must motivate its fu¬
ture. Parents have to encourage their

children and this encouragement must
be reinforced in school, but this is only
the beginning.
More educational programs have
to be free or affordable. This is sup¬
posed to be the land of opportunities,

We live in a society where
money and material pos¬
sessions are valued more
then education. Success is
measured solely by money,
hence the distorted priori¬
ties.
yet the educational opportunities that
exist are extremely narrow. An illiter¬
ate child will grow into an illiterate
adult who will only become a burden
to society. Just imagine how many
problems would be solved by a more
intelligent majority. There would be

less poverty, less crime , and many
more answers. We can't stop at just
offering more to young pupils— we
must open doors for the older students
too.
Colleges in the United States are, in
many cases, simply unaffordable. I
don't understand how a country can
claim it is a democracy when only the
fortunate can attend college. I would
think that we would want our future
generation to better themselves and in
turn, help us. We must make college
available to everyone.
How do we prepare for the future in
America? We educate. With intelli¬
gence and understanding, people are
able to think and make decisions which
are beneficial to all. Educated people
will find solutions to ecological prob¬
lems and cure diseases. Hatred and
bigotry stem from ignorance. Although
reforming our system will be a great
challenge, and a lot of work and plan¬
ning for us now, what we reap from the
reforms will far outweigh the present
difficulties.

Quality CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5
dents, who are supposed to be so well
read and open minded, much more so
than the people of Lewiston as I so
recently read. Well, maybe the people
of Lewiston are not as well read, and
maybe there are not many blacks in the
community, but we do understand
what is going on in then world around
us. We know of South Africa, the civil
rights marches of the Sixties, and have
seen many documentaries on this in
school and on television. So, being a
member of this community I can safely
say that we are much more informed
than some opinionated Bates student
may think.
In the several interviews with the
student paper, I have stated what hap¬
pened, and why the sequence of events
occurred as they did. Much of our side
of the story was not be printed. I did
say that the cashier did make such a
remark, but not that specific remark. I
explained in the last interview that the

remark the cashier made was,"Well,
they look alike," not: "Well, they all
look alike." The cashier was speaking
to the owner as she said this, and refer¬
ring to the identification presented by
the student and another the state liq¬
uor inspector had shown us not long
before.
The cashier was never questioned as
to what she meant by her statement,
but rather the student decided to blow
the incident out of proportion to mask
the fact that he was not of legal drink¬
ing age. Also, the student was trying to
overshadow the fact that he had pre¬
sented false identification, and the real
reason he was in Quality Market; to
commit an illegal act. For if the student
had been allowed to purchase the alco¬
hol without further questioning, and
he had been caught by the state liquor
inspector, we would have been faced
with a fine and a court date. This is a
reality regardless of the fact that he had

a false identification.
I for one would like to now why the
name of the student has not yet ap¬
peared in the paper. Is he afraid that his
fellow students will see him for what
he really is? Do his fellow students
realize that on Friday 9-28-90, this very
same student stood outside the win¬
dow of Quality Market and made an
obscene gesture with his middle fin¬
ger. He then had the nerve to enter the
store, walk toward the rear of the store
and then turn back, at the same time
verbally abusing the owner and the
cashier.
Bates students, we call on you to see
the truth, not for your business, but to
set the record straight. We call on you
to be open minded and to see this stu¬
dent for what he really is. What we do
not understand is how so many stu¬
dents could listen to and follow such a
student. This person, who obviously
has no moral standards, whether being

black or white is not worth the time of
day. And, may I add, this person is
barred from Quality Market until he
issues a public apology. Until such a
time, is so much as come near this
store, the LPD will be notified and he
will be escorted away.
I call upon the black community as
well when I ask the Bates students to
seek the truth. I also offer an extended
hand to the Bates student body and the
group Amandla! who in my opinion
has also been the victim of this person's
actions and outright lies.
I would like to thank all the students
who have supported us all along. You
know that racism and racial prejudice
are not even a question at Quality
Market, for we are here to serve all
Thanks again.
Ken Kirouac
Manager of Quality Market
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Your G.P.A. and Your Future : Don't Worry, There's No Connection
As midterms approach all people are
talking about is work, work, work.
Come on. It's not interesting. Someone
will always have a bigger horror story
than yours and make you feel worse.
Whoever makes the other guy feel
worse about studying, wins.
In the past week I must have heard,

Jesseca Timmons
"Oh my God, I forgot who Shakespeare
was on my quiz, I'm never going to get
a good job after Bates" six hundred
times. It is a universal college trend
(Stress-o'-Trend?) that we think every
time we fail to conjugate a verb cor¬
rectly here at Bates is will affect us for
the rest of eternity. This is not true. In
ten years, your boss is not going to say.
"I'm sorry, but your sediments did not
add up to 100 grams in the Saco River
Lab, so you're not eligible for transfer
out of Nome," and your kids are not
going to scream at you "Why should I
listen to you? You can't tell a Sasanian
waterpot from and Ummayad gumbat!"
No one has ever believed me about
this. I am sure people look at me and
say, There she goes, the girl who re¬

fuses to worry, you just wait, in three
we really want some kind of cat lover in
years she'll be writing a book abou t her
here?" That could be any one of us,
life as a welfare recipient and trying to
with our keen resume, casual-yet-soconvince us it's funny . You just wait.
phisticated Wardrobe For Success, and
When you're twenty-seven that loser
a transcript with an A in Geological
from your class who highlighted all his
Rhetoric-foiled because we met up
library boois with red crayon will sit
with some person who is a hater of cat
next to the right person on a flight to
lovers.
Aspen (while you're still interning at
Another woman didn't make it
IBM for $13,00/yr) and get offered the
through the Fingernail Test. The inter¬
job you've been after since graduation.
viewer said, "If she bites them like that
Such is life.
it means she's on Quaaludes. I saw it
The person who wrote their thesis at
on 20/20."
Denny's will be hired in place of you at
Too bad our resumes can't do the
The Wall Street Journal because hi s ■
talking. If a resume could talk it would
cousin is an editor, and the guy who
be enthusiastic and adorable. "I was in
spent all four years on probation (for
R.A.!" it would squeal, "I played bad¬
burning down Lane Hall) will inter¬
minton! I marched on Washington!
view better than you because your teeth
And I went out a lot of outing club
felt nasty that day. That really is what
trips!" It would shout,"I volunteered
happens; you cannot plan out your life
for old people! I juggled! And I never
step by step and ensure yourself suc¬ ' missed a lab !" Or it would say,"I know
cess by worrying about it now, because
have no extracurriculars but that's
as we know, the future never comes. If
because I kept up in my reading all
you plan to work now and enjoy your¬
four years without one single second
self then, guess what, you'll never en¬
of being behind even when I was in
joy yourself.
Paraguay, Scout's Honor ." But even
Every place I have worked I have
while your resume is being your little
overheard job interviews for entry-leVel
flat inanimate cheerleader, you are
jobs and the discussion that follows.
wearing the last pair of loafers from
One candidate was axed with," Did
Cole-Hahn that the man interviewing
you see the cat hair all over her suit? Do
wanted tobuyoryou arebeinginterro-

gated by the very person whose fender
you smashed trying to get here on time.
Or you are vomiting from nervousness
on their Execu-Carpet because all
you've heard for four years is that your
G.P.A. will determine your life, when
in fact, this company just wants some¬
one who won't vomit.
Someday, undoubtedly, my G.P.A.
might help me. Some newspaper some¬
where might pick me over somebody
with a 0.3 and I will say to myself, See,
it was worth it to sit in the All-Night
study during Triad to learn the Eight¬
fold Path for the fourth time. I will go
home and tell my old friend from Bates
and she'll say, "Gee, I went to Triad
and I still have a fabulous career as a
legal advisor!"
That is not to say, of course, that all
this is for nothing. I'm just saying that
when things are going badly and those
sediments still won't add up to 100,
don't worry, in five years, you'll laugh
about it. In the end you'll be a big huge
great wonderful success, and you'll
look back and wish you hadn't spent
every Finals Week sick, crying, smell¬
ing bad and burdening other people
with a playback of your schedule. You
have, after all, only one life, and this is
supposed to be one of the better times.

Letters to The Editor Continued
Corrections to "East¬
ern Religion" at Bates
To The Editor:
I write to point out some errors in the
article "Eastern Religion at Bates", but
please do not misunderstand. I was
very glad the article was done, I was
quoted quite accurately, and I feel the
article was very supportive of our work.
However:
1) Meditation is not an "Eastern Reli¬
gion? The headline was inappropriate.
2) The group meets at 7:30 A.M., not
7:00 A.M.
3) No faculty members have ever at¬
tended the group, only a Financial Aid
staff person.
4) "Zen Meda” is a non-existent thing.
"Zen" is the fomnal meditation style of
Japanese Buddhism, involving empti¬
ness and discipline. "Metta" is a very
general practice of mentally spreading
l ove to all beings, and is practiced by
all Buddhist schools, not only Zen.
There is no such thing as "Zen Meda"
because they are two very different
styles of meditation.
I'm sorry for these corrections. Again,
I was glad the Student was interested
in our group.
Yours in service,
Rich Taylor

Alumna Expresses Gratitude to Officer Charron for Years of Duty
To the Editor:
I was sorry last week to hear that
Officer Lil Charron had been dismissed
from the Bates Security Force. While
her absence from the Bates Campus
remains shadowed by the ambiguous
"just cause" reason for her dismissal, I
believe that her service to the Bates
community over the past several years
deserves not to go unmentioned.
During the past year I worked at
Concierge, and for The Bates Student I
reported on numerous social and crimi¬
nal offenses occurring on the Bates
Campus. These two student positions
allowed me to work with the Bates
Security officers, interview them, and
report on their actions. While as a stu¬
dent I could only have partial knowl¬
edge of the facts; I felt as if these two
separate jobs provided me with a fairly
comprehensive job with the security
department.
Lil, as everyone simply called her,
was a very respected, trusted, feared
officer on the force. Lil developed a
trusting relationship with students by
working with them to solve problems,
rather than administering command
through bureaucracy and dictatorial
control. She worked with students to
protect them and enforce the rules of
theCollege.
I often saw Lil cracking down on stu¬
dents, as her job required. I also heard
of her working twelve to sixteen hour
shifts on a daily basis in order to fulfill
the duties of Acting Director os secu¬
rity and yet also continue patrolling
the campus to try to ensure that a lack
of officers did not put the security of
the BatesCampus in jeopardy.
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In my four years at Bates, last year
presented the campus with more inci¬
dences of serious crime and security
issues than in any of my previous three
years. Security could not have pre¬
vented these incidences—only the edu¬
cation of the members of the Bates
community could have done that.
Rather Lil and her entire force reacted
to every situation with professional¬
ism, concern, and increased effort.
I never knew Lil to be motivated by
any reason other than justice and the
welfare of the students. I never saw or
heard of her reacting to a situation in a
politically advantageous or careless
manner. Lil cared deeply for the stu¬
dents she worked to protect and in my
experience it was always their best
interest that dictated her actions.
I do not want to write a sugary eu¬
logy for Lil; I am the first to admit that
her methods were at some times unor¬
thodox, but than so are many of the
policies espoused by the Bates admini¬
stration. I am sure that theCollege felt
fully justified in firing Officer Lil, but
in doing so they denied the student
body of a friend and supporter.
I, like many students I know, sought
Lil out as she towed cars in the Pit or let
someone into a dorm room on Frye
Street—we went to Lil to talk out our
confusions and fears, to find a sympa¬
thetic ear that was ready to just sit and
listen; we went to her seeking solu tions
to problems that had become further
complicated by emotions, bureaucracy,
or confusing administrative rules.
But we would never cross Lil—we
feared the consequences of violating

her friendship by taking advantage of
her trust. She was the one officer on the
force that we would fully obey. It is this
trust that made Lil a successful secu¬
rity officer at Bates.
For instance, students would warn
Lil about especially dangerous drugs
on campus so that she would be fully
prepared to provide assistance in any¬
one experienced a bad trip. Unfortu¬
nately last fall when a student did have
a bad trip after eating mushrooms that
without his knowledge had been laced
with PCP, the Administration launched
an investigation into who was selling
the mushrooms, but failed to ever warn
Lil, then acting director of security, of
the presence of some contaminated
drugs on campus. To some of us, it
seemed that the students trusted secu¬
rity more than the Administration did.
I hope that in replacing Lil, and in
filling many college positions, that the
administration will search for a person
as dedicated to working for the stu¬
dents, not simply for the corporation
called Bates College. I hope that the
Adminstrationand the Security Depart¬
ment can work together to create a
security force that all members of the
Bates community will trust.
Thanks Lil for all the times you were
there for the students who needed you-both as an officer and a friend.

L. Katherine Reisz, '90

FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS to
Cancun and the Bahamas. Organize a
small group and you travel FREE. Call
1 (800) 344-8360 for more informa¬

CAMPUS REP WANTED TO RUN SKI
AND SPRING BREAK TRIPS FOR
FREE TRAVEL OR COMMISSION.
CALL SNO-SEARCH (413) 533-1600.

tion_

Sears

started a nursery,
constructed a well,
surveyed a national park,
taught school,
coached track.
learned French.

Leunston Matt
20 ‘East Avenue

Welcome to all Bates Students
Have a great year.
Compact Refrigerators
as low as $99.97
Bring this ad and get
an extra 10% off.

Shop Sears and Save!

Thrifty Toyota

IWASINTHE
PEACE CORPS
MATH, BIO/CHEM/PHYSICS, ENGLISH AND EDUCATION MAJORS: Build your
future with the Peace Corps! Find out how vOU can make a difference as a Peace
Corps volunteer. Representatives will be on campus at the following times to talk to
graduating seniors about programs:
INFO TABLE
FILM SEMINAR
INTERVIEWS
Wed, OCT 10
Tues, OCT 9
Thur, OCT 10
9:00-1:00
6:00pm
9:00-4:30
Skelton Lounge
Office of Career Services
Office of Career Services
Please call Peace Corps at 617-565-5555 X105 for details

SALES, Inc.
"Maine's 1st Toyota Dealership,
where customer satisfaction is #1!"
Welcome Back Students of Bates College
Thrifty Toyota Sales
is proud to announce:

10% Discount to all
Bates College Students
This special is on all makes
and models, discount is applied to
Labor and Parts: All you need
is a valid Bates Student I.D.
to receive this discount.
-Please present upon write up at
Service Department-

97 Ash Street
Leunston, Maine 04240

Oumer: John Pearce '72
783-0668

Since 1969 - Owned and operated by Bates Grads
Mon. Night Special - Buffalo Wings & Pitcher $4.50
Wed. Night Special - Burger & Pitcher $3.95
16oz. drafts 950
Thurs. Night Special - Taco Night
Free "Taco Bar" 10pm-Midnight
950 drafts during all NFL Games

Open 7 days 1 lam lam
-

FST 1974

BORDER

call 784-1349 for an appointment
Service Hours: 7:30am to 5:00pm
279 Center Street, Auburn, Maine 04210

MEXICAN RESTAURANT
EAT IN OR TAKE OUT

TOYOTA

HOURS: Tues - Thurs. 11 to 9pm
Fri. & Sat. 11 to 10pm
Sunday to 9pm

‘7 love whatyou dofor me.”

997 Sabattus St. Lewiston

783-6015
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FOCUS: AGGRESSION AND VIOLENCE ON CAMPUS

Origins of Aggression Within Bates Culture Examined
Dale McGee has Experience Treating Maximum Security Prisoners and Vietnam Veterans
by Tabitha Sparks
Copy Editor
When acts of violence and
aggression strike the Bates campus,
the overwhelming reaction is astonish¬
ment that such realities as rape and
attack threaten our insular community.
And while violence may be endemic to
populations of people anywhere, this
understanding is not reassuring.
Though Dale McGee, a thera¬
pist at the campus Health Center, ra¬
tionalizes violence at Bates by perceiv¬
ing it as a widespread problem, he is
"absolutely not" willing to accept it as
an acceptable human behavior.

lack of a student union negatively in¬
fluences drinking in an unrestricted
environment. "(A student union) needs
to be strongly considered - a central¬
ized place where people could go...I've
always been in favor of moving alco¬
hol out of the dorms," says McGee.
Concerning the new alcohol
policy at Bates, and the possibility of

He cites unresolved family
issues as another possible contributing
factor to aggression. "Repressed anger
at (one's) way of being raised is a
common problem," McGee claims.
Many people who commit acts
of violence were abused sexually or
otherwise as children. McGee added "I
believe that 1 out of every 5 males has

further drinking restraint, McGee
"(doesn't) have a problem with people
drinking, only with people abusing...I
don't know how that can be admini¬
stered" through more laws and regula¬
tions.
McGee concludes, "Its really
up to the individual to use good com¬
mon sense."

been molested."
"We learn what is acceptable
from our families," McGee continues.
He cites "people who were brought up
in alcoholic homes, or homes with
physical violence or verbal abuse" as
people who are at risk of committing
violence.
The academic environment of

McGee, who also works out¬
side Bates in a private practice, has ex¬
perience in counseling those plagued
by aggressive motivations. A former
social worker at the Maine State Prison
at Thomaston (Maine's maximum se¬
curity prison), McGee also worked in
the Veterans Administration with Vi¬
etnam vets suffering from Post-Trau¬
matic Stress Disorder. Substance abuse
and anger management are his two
areas of greatest concern.

Walking alone and
drunk is a set-up. Society
is changing, and we have
to consider that factor.
- Dale McGee
McGee attributes the violent
acts that recently occurred at Bates to
several factors. First, McGee says,
"Drugs and alcohol play a part in less¬
ening (inhibitions)."
"Particularly in a setting like
Bates," he continues, "many are away
from home for the first time, and go
through an experimental process - there
are some real freedoms here."
"You can (use substances) here
in a way that isn't acceptable three
blocks away...the acceptance level here
is very high," he adds.
McGee mentions that Bates'

Bates is another conceivable factor in
the tendency to abuse substances and/
or the build-up and release aggressive
energy. "The intensity (of academics),
and high expectations of the students
add stress," McGee says.
Measures of increased secu¬
rity represent advisable solutions to
the problem, says McGee. McGee also
emphasizes that common sense is the
best guarantee to personal safety.
"Walking alone and drunk is a
set-up," McGee says, "Society is chang¬
ing, and we have to consider that factor
... 20 years ago, no one locked their
door. Today, there arc a few murders
a month instead of a few per year..."
In terms of treating those who
commit acts of violence, McGee takes
"An extremely holistic approach, I try
to look at everything in a person's life,"
he explains.
Included in his counseling
objectivesare observations of sleep pat¬
terns, exercise, and caffeine intake. For
instance, he noticed that "In prisons,
regular fitness reduced the problems"
of repressed aggression.
McGee offers "no strings"
substance abuse evaluations in one or
two sessions, an entirely confidential
process in the Health Center.
For non-professionals helping
the victim, McGee clarifies that the "two
worst things to do" are to "do nothing"
or "to not allow the victim to talk about
his or her trauma."
Assertions of support like "It
will be alright" or "Don't let it get to
you" presuppose the victim's under¬
standing and could delay his or her ac¬
ceptance of the crime.
McGee sees the problems in¬
volved in repression of trauma exem¬
plified by Vietnam veterans. When
society urges them to "get over it,"
their problems are suppressed, and
perhaps surface later in a violent or
seemingly unrelated way.
McGee stresses that it is critical to treat
the victim according to "Their own
matters of perception," not how the
incident may look to an outsider.

Destructive Outlets of Aggression Have Price Tags
by Beck Schoenfeld
Student Correspondent
"Parties are times when it just
all happens," said Junior Advisor and
resident of Page Greg Gignoux. This
year Page parties have resulted in sev¬
eral incidents of dorm damage: ripped
out screens, an unhinged shower door,
a hole in the lounge wall, a smashed
window, and a false alarm.
"Some people get drunk and
get violent," Gignoux reasoned. He
feels that a lot of the damage isn't done
accidentally. "For example, a door on
a shower doesn't come off by accident.
At parties generally, people think it's
funny," he elaborated.
Gignoux also added that the
responsibility for repairing dorm
damage is great. Most people don't ad¬
mit to their own damage, but rather,
other witnesses notify the dorm dam¬
age representative. "In the end, no one

puts up a real hard time," Gignoux
noted. "The real problem is that some¬
one has to come in and repair the

Currently, at Roger
Williams, stick ball shattereda window, smoke set
off a fire alarm, and an
accumulation of beer
flooded the circuit board.
"I don’t think they do it on
purpose. It’s a laid back
place.”
- Roger Williams'
dorm damage representa¬
tive.
damage, and people don't realize that
it's an inconvenience," he said.
Preferring anonymity, dorm
■ SEE OUTLETS, PAGE 16_
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Sport Psychology Instructor Decries Discrimination Against Athletes
by Mark Freeman
Focus Editor
Assessing the strength of the
connection between aggression on the
field and aggression off the field, Elaine
Makas, psychology professor and in¬
structor of a course titled 'Sport Psy¬
chology/ said, "There's nothing in the
literature that says 'sports cause vio¬
lence' ... you're the same person coming
out of the game as you were when you
went in."

All sorts of assump¬
tions are made about ath¬
letes. It's discrimination,
just like discrimination
against (other minority
groups)."
- Elaine Makas
Reiterating that, "There's no
clear link between aggressiveness and
sport," Makas did observe that,
"Though there are aggressive people
in sports, I think that people leave their
aggression that they express in sports
in the game."
Makas noted that the athleteaggressiveness stereotype might de¬
rive from the fact that aggressive per¬
sonalities might use sports as an outlet,
as Makas noted, "Somebody who is
overtly aggressive (might) use sports
to show his or her aggressiveness."
Commenting on the dehu¬
manization of one's opponent as an
attitude that is sometimes cultivated in
the name of victory, and on whether
this attitude gets generalized to people
in general, Makas said, "I think it's
situation specific ... once the game is
over, whatever dehumanization takes
place for the purpose of the game is
gone."

Makas focuses on the more
positive aspects of the Bates sports
program, saying, "It teaches discipline
over (one's) body . . . you focus on
developing some sort of structure, and
learn to control behavior."
"(Sports are) important in
teaching people how to get along with
one another," Makas said. In addition,
she notes a valuable social function of
sports: they provide valuable life skills,
since, "In America someone isassumed
to be assertive, aggressive, but also a
member of a team."
Pointing out the positive aspectsof Bates beinga Division IHschool
in several sports, Makas added, "Here
at Bates almost everybody can find
some sport to be good at and feel a
sense of accomplishment . . . it's like
being a big fish in a small bowl."
Returning to the possibility of
a connection between sports and vio¬
lence, Makas allows, "They've (psy¬
chological researchers) done studies
showing that people in certain sports
are more likely to be aggressive than
non-athletes."
Makas, however, attributes
this statistic to the fact that, "People
that enjoy physical activity, physical
aggression, might enjoy sports where
there's more 'in game hitting.'"
Criticizing the attitude that
sports are simply a metaphor for war,
Makas said, "In Greece and Rome, it
was thought of as a way to socialize
and prepare someone for war... but I
think that (view) went out with the
ancient Greeks."
Makas, an avid sports fan who
has tutored athletes in their academics,
is well acquainted with the prejudices
against athletes. "All sorts of assump¬
tions are made about athletes. It's dis¬
crimination, just like discrimination
against (other minority groups.)"
Makas hypothesized a cause

Elaine Makas, assisstant professor of psychology.
for these prejudices in the psychologi¬
cal phenomenon known as 'self-fulfill¬
ing prophecy.' The theory states that
people tend to conform to other
people's treatment of them, so that
treating athletes as if they were aggres¬
sive people might encourage aggres¬
sive behavior on their part.
She also described the ten¬
dency for people to connect unique
persons with unique events. By this

Mark Freeman Photo

mechanism, a single aggressive act, a
unique event, might be connected more
easily to a unique person, such as an
athlete whose strength and body size
deviate from the norm, than to a per¬
son who had no distinguishing charac¬
teristics.
Speaking
specifically on the existing prejudices
against athletes at Bates in how they
relate to the recent acts of violence on
■ SEE SPORT, PAGE 16

Student Opinion Varies on Correlation Between Athletics and Violence
by Adam Fifield
Student Correspondent
Recent outbreaks of violence
on Campus have sparked interest in
aspects of campus life that might
motivate such outbursts. Athletics at
Bates, in light of the aggressive attitude
cultivated by sports teams, have drawn
attention as a possible motivating
factor.
George Finn, Head Physical
Education trainer at Bates, commented
on a possible relationship between
athletics and violence, saying,
"Generally speaking, I don't think
athletic activity has a big effect on
violence off the playing arena."
Finn asserted that violence is
not directly encouraged, as far as he
knows, and that each individual athlete
holds his or her own ideas and feelings
toward their particular sport. "They'll
play the way they want to play," he
says. Invalidating the connects
between athletics and violence, Finn
comm
I that there are certain
indivitn.dis who will be aggressive on
and off the field.
Finn, observing that Bates is
an institution that places academics
over athletics, noted that sports
represent an opportunity to clear one's
mind for academic study. "A lot of

people involved in athletics do get their
minds off other things," he said.
Peter Carey '91, member of the
Varsity Lacrosse Team, said, "There is
a definite tendency to dehumanize the
opponent." The nature of the sport of
Lacrosse, Carey said, limits the
opportunity to act out aggression on
the field.
"If you're out to get

somebody," Carey said, "you have to
be a good player to succeed." Since the
opportunity to act out aggressive
feelings is so minimal in Lacrosse,
Carey said, it tends not to surface. He
cited Rugby or Football as examples of
sports that might be more aggressively
oriented.
Josh Macht '91, President of
the Rugby Club, attests to the value of

An intense moment in a game which three members of the opposing team
left with fractured arms.
Scott Pirn Photo

the sport as a positive outlet for
aggression. "It's healthy to blow off a
little steam on the field," Macht said.
"The release of tension during
a game or practice helps a lot of the

I think the big question is
whether contact sports lead
participants
into
aggressive behavior off the
field. I think they do,
especially when alcohol is
involved.
- Anonymous student
guys to study." Macht feels that Rugby
doesn't serve to encourage violence off
the field in team members. "It's all in
good fun," Macht says.
An anonymous member of the
fencing club stated, "Fencing does
appear to be in an advers arial context,
but the opponent is regarded with
respect." Pie said he sees fencing not as
a source of violent encouragement, but
as an outlet for tension.
An anonymous student
expressed his opinions on the
connection between athletics and
■ SEE STUDENTS, PAGE 16
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Violence Not Caused by Change in Alcohol Policy
by Mary Lehman
Arts Editor
In general, those concerned say
the national law and the resultant
change in Bates' alcohol policy is not
the most prominent cause of increased
violence at Bates.
Checking age identification,
part of the new policy, may cause more
students to avoid campus parties, but
opinions on campus and reactions from
several local bars and stores indicate
that there is no actual increase in the
number of students venturing offcampus to obtain alcohol illegally.

been more heavily influenced by the
'Just say No' campaigns of President
Reagan's administration.
All three merchants stressed
the necessity of having a Maine State
identification card to purchase alco¬
hol. Although the Goose claimed they
would not accept a Bates Student ID,

victims have described their state at
the time as "exceedingly" drunk. Bra¬
nham explained that regardless of the
state of the attacker, the reaction time
and judgement of the victim, if he or
she is drunk, are seriously impaired.
The victim's intoxication also
complicates the process of obtaining

"My aim right now is
to get students to think
about
their
own
protection."
- Celeste Branham
In fact, many sourcesobserved
a decrease in under-age drinking,
which they attributed to the tougher
laws.
Peter Balis, the owner of
Lewiston's Beverage World, stated that
he has seen a decrease in the number of
minors attempting to purchase alcohol
illegally, as he said, "I think it's
better...everybody'scracked down, the
Goose, the Cage."
The merchants' "crackdown,"
however, is most likely not due to
personal moral stands on the illegality
of consumption of alcohol by minors,
but to a Maine law that holds the ven¬
der liable for $1,000.00 fines, while the
illegal purchaser is fined only $150.00.
"The laws are wrong in the state of
Maine, " Balis added, "They penalize
us."
While Cage bartender Joel
Bryant and an unnamed Blue Goose
employee could not see a marked dif¬
ference in attendance from previous
years, the latter added that it was a
different clientele. "I think the younger
ones are not coming out as much."
The source explained that she
believed the minors today might have

Celeste Branham, dean of students.
even with the birth date, Balis said he
would and was impressed by the
College's efforts to encourage legal
drinking in this manner.
"I assume Bates is doing good
business by the new IDs," he said.
Balisadded that the IDs would be more
respected from other area merchants if
the College threatened suspension for
the creation or use of a fake college ID.
Dean Branham said that alco¬
hol has been a factor in the sexual
assaults on campus, since frequently

File Photo
an accurate description of the attacker.
This was the case of both rape victims
in January of last year. The attacker in
these cases had apparently been drink¬
ing as well, as the victims were able to
detect the smell of alcohol on their
attacker's clothes and/or breath.
Branham also noted that ap¬
proximately seventy-five percent of
attack victims made the unwise deci¬
sion to walk home alone, primarily
because alcohol had numbed their
sense of danger.

However, Branham said she
did not attribute the general increase in
violence to the new alcohol policy, since
both the suicide of a year ago and the
two rapes in January occurred before
its instigation.
Commenting on the difficulty
that she and the other members of the
administration haveencountered in the
effort to pinpoint the increase in cam¬
pus violence, Branham said, "I don't
think we have even begun to get a
handle on (the cause)."
Branham also noted that the
incidence of rape is not new to this
campus, noting the January assaults as
"the first two reported stranger rapes
since 1980." She cited as proof the
statistic that one out of six college
women will experience rape, and that
a much higher percentage of rapes are
acquaintance rapes, and hence might
not be reported.
Branham admitted that the
housing crunch caused by the increased
number of admissions, "Can certainly
be a factor" in tension conducive to
violence on campus. "We just don't
have the space now for quasi-public

Commenting on the
difficulty that she and the
other members of the
administration
have
encountered in the effort
to pinpoint the increase in
campus violence, Branham
said, "I don't think we have
even begun to get a handle
on (the cause)."
and private interaction."
She added that although
plans for a new student center have not
been developed more rapidly in re¬
sponse to the incidents, "There's no
question that the project will be a prior¬
ity of the capital campaign." The capi¬
tal campaign calls for the Center's
■ SEE VIOLENCE, PAGE 16

Alcohol Abuse and Violence Go Hand in Hand
by Mark Freeman
Focus Editor
Peggy Daros, a health center
counselor on campus and a licensed
substance abuse counselor, sees a
strong connection between widespread
"abusive" drinking on campus and the
number of recent violent outbursts on
campus.
Noting how alcohol may
reveal underlying tendencies in a
person's personality, including
aggressive ones, Daros said, "Any kind
of substance is going to have an effect
on the brain... is going to lower one's
inhibitions."
"Personality type may be
exaggerated when under the
influence," clarified Daros, adding,
"Inhibitions relate to sexual inhibi tions:
people make less informed judgements.
People will behave under the influence
in ways they might not behave if they
were older."
In reference to sexual

aggressiveness, Daros said that, under
the influence, "Aggressive tendencies
may lead to sexual violence (and) rape."
Daros also distinguishes
between drinkingatBatesand drinking
outside of Bates. She observed that,
"The (college) culture tends to have a
different conception of 'social
drinking.' What is termed social
drinking would, outside of the college,
be termed abusive. (At Bates), it's
readily accepted to get 'smashed.'"
Daros decried this attitude
toward alcohol, especially in light of
the strong correlation she sees between
abusive drinking and expressions of
violent aggression.
Examining the issue of
whether or not alcohol causes violent
behavior or merely disinhibits pre¬
existing aggressive tendencies, Daros
noted, "From my knowledge... I don't
think people who aren't already
experiencing themselves in an
aggressive personality will become
■ SEE ABUSE, PAGE 16
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Photo run as part of public service announcement which pointed out the
connection between alcohol abuse and rape.

Arts and Entertainment
Olin Craft Exhibit Utilizes Natural Materials
Artists construct functional and ascetic pieces out of wood, wool, metal
by Jason Patenaude
Sports Editor
The Maine Crafts Association,
with support from the Maine Arts
Commission, sponsors the Maker’s '90
exhibit now showing in the Olin Museumof Art. Thisdistinction should be
stressed since, as the Makers '90 title
attests, this show is comprised of crafts
and art works which serve more than
an aesthetic purpose. Nearly all of the
various works, ranging from cabinets,
desks and tables to earrings, rugs and
pottery, can be used as well as dis¬
played.
Some of the works pay only
passing interest to utility: Peter Bar¬
rett, for instance, specifically designs
his "Four Poster Bed" in miniature,
with the bed frame measuring only 18"
x 48". Outside of this tiny frame, the
bed stands at a normal size with four
high, thin posts contrasted by a squat
head board. The entire piece is deco¬
rated and outlinedwith rosewood,
which contrasts nicely with the light
colored pear wood that comprises the
majority of the frame. Barrett obvi¬
ously creates the discrepancy between
the height of the posts and the size of
the frame for a humorous effect since
he subtitles his piece "Queen Size".
Other pieces, such as Douglas
E. Wilson's forged steel tables, nicely
blend beauty with a utilitarian value.
Wilson's 'Table" is a small end table
which revolves around a pattern of
four black steel rods tapering grace¬
fully inward to a central stem. A sec¬
ond set of rods, at the top of the piece,
consequently fans out from the stem,
the ends of which support a round
clear glass top. The entire piece is

organic, almost flower shaped, flow¬
ing in a malleable rhythmic motion
that is generally not associated with
steel.
Wilson's 'Table with Atlantic
Beach Stone," one of the nicest pieces
of the exhibit, mixes the three textures
of steel, stone, and glass. Wilson play¬

Wilson's pieces are unique in
the exhibit for the use of iron instead of
wood. Most of the varied furniture
pieces in the exhibit use a variety of
different colored woods to accent dif¬
ferent aspects of the furniture. Greg
Lipton, for instance, uses both curly
maple and redwood in his "Gazelle

'Ten Towels," a three-dimensional piece exhibited in the OlinMuseum of Art's

Makers VO.
fully places the centerpiece of the work,
the egg-shaped "Atlantic Beach Stone,"
under the table top instead of on top of
it. The stone is placed in the center of
the cross support, and like Wilson's
other works the support rods grace¬
fully swoop under the stone, cupping
it in the center of the understructure.
Wilson's reasoning for clear glass tops
to his tables becomes apparent in this
piece, when we are allowed to study
the graceful lines of the different
components from more than one angle.

Marian Proctor photo .
Table," a mimetic piece that blends the
power and delicacy of the animal it's
named for. The thickening of the tops
of the legs allows the table to be both
structurally and visually strong, while
retaining delicate and grace with its
tapered ends and light coloring of the
table top.
The exhibit also contains a
striking array of rugs and tapestries;
while these are for sale, like all of the
pieces displayed, such exquisite pieces
are a bit more expensive then those at

the bookstore.
Morris David Dorenfeld con¬
tributes three numbers of his Red
Dancing Series, a series of weaves
which all utilize the same vivid red as
their primary background. Dorenfeld
intersects the fields of red with bands
of contrasting color, experimenting
with the effects of different colors and
combinations of colors against the red
background.
Sandra Borgdnoff also creates
yam weaved rugs, but she takes a far
different approach to the medium.
Dorenfeld pays little attention to the
possibilities of weave patterns, since
his primary concerns center strictly
around the interplay of colors along a
horizontal axis. Borgdnoff, however,
takes full advantage of the textural
possibilities of her medium, using a
variety of different weaves for differ¬
ent effects.
The piece "Water" most effec¬
tively displays Borgdnoff's talent.
Usingmuted grays,brownsand whites,
Borgdnoff drapes the strands loosely
over their supporting rack, allowing
for separate groups of strains to dip,
overlap each other, and undulate along
their journey across the rack. Through
the nature of the weave Borgdnoff
recreates an ocean for the eye.
Faculty member Paul Heroux
represents Bates with several pieces,
including the mammoth "Jar" and
"Bottles Set." The pieces continue in
the creative vein that Heroux has been
developing for some time; organic
forms covered with various colored
glazes create a series of glossy and
non-elossv finishes and textures that
energize the static state of the pottery.
■ SEE CRAFTS, PAGE 15

New Museum Director Initiates Changes
by Andy Cerillo
Staff Reporter
The Museum of Art has
appointed a new Director. Dr. Genetta
Gardner, who was hired this past
summer, replaces Kathryn Lattanzi,
who left Bates after serving as Mu¬
seum Curator for nine years. Dr. Gard¬
ner is a former Associate Curator at the
Cincinnati Art Museum in Ohio.
As Director, Gardner will
be responsible for the arrangement of
educational and outreach programs as
well as continuing the development of
funding sources and contacts with
donors and collectors. Through her
efforts as Associate Curator, the Cin¬
cinnati museum received a gift of art
works worth two million dollars. She
will also take charge of the planning
and promoting of special exhibitions,
all while overseeing the College's per¬
manent collection.
Gardner is undoubtedly
qualified for her responsibilities here
at Bates. Having received Ph.D. and
M.A. degrees in the History of Art
from Ohio State University, she in¬
terned at the Indianapolis Museum of
Art before transferring to Cincinnati.

While earning her doctorate, Gardner
focused her studies on Italian Renais¬
sance Art, although she is well-versed
in Modern Art as well. She recently ran
an exhibition featuring works by con¬
temporary women artists.
"I was looking for a setting
where I could combine my curatorial
work with administration within an
academic environment," said Dr. Gard¬
ner ofher move to Lewiston. She hopes
to further involve members of the stu¬
dent body and the Lewiston-Auburn
community in future exhibitions. "I
have been thinking about making the
Museum more attractive to students
and creating more student involve¬
ment," said Gardner, but adds that her
first priority will be the "Development
of educational programs which involve
community outreach."
This will include a docent
program within the museum that
would employ students and other
volunteers as tour guides. In addition,
Gardner hopes to increase the number
of museum programs for school groups
and other children visitors.
Tours will also be conducted each Tuesday at 1:00 pm, fol-

lowing the noonday concerts. Dr. Gard¬
ner will lead the first guided tour this
Tuesday, which will later be conducted
by the artists whose work is displayed
in the Museum. The artists include bas¬
ket weaver Lissa Hunter on October
16; furniture maker Anthony Giachetti
on October 23; and ceramicist Lynn
Durgen on October 30. Gardner added
that some of the speakers have teach¬
ing experience and said she expects
very informative tours.
Gardner hasalso instigated
evening hours for the Museum during
special events, such as concerts and
lectures held in the Concert Hall. 'We
are trying to make the Museum acces¬
sible to as many different schedules as
possible," Gardner explained, in order
to diversify and increase the Museum
audience.
The next show to open at
the Museum will exhibit works re¬
ceived last year through a bequest of
Carol Ehresest. The collection consists
of seventy to seventy-five pieces, in¬
cluding works by Picasso, Matisse and
Cezanne, among others. The works are
now part of the Olin permanent collec¬
tion.

New Museum of Art Director Gen¬
etta Gardner. Marian Procotr photo.
SPRING BREAK 1991 - Individual or student
organization needed to promote Spring Break
trip. Earn money, free trips and valuable work
experience. CALL NOW!! Inter-Campus Pro¬
grams: 1-800-327-6013.
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WRBC Puts the Past Behind Them
Part one of a series that looks at Bates' most popular
organization
by Lisa Comer
Student Correspondent
Since second semester of last
year, the nine member directorial staff
Bates College radio station, WRBC, has
reworked a great deal to bring about a
noticeable improvement in the quality
of its sound. The station operates
twenty-four hours a day from the base¬
ment of Alumni House, and can be
heard on channel 91.5. Because of
constant technical problems with its
transmitter in past years, its return to
the air waves last Friday night at six
o'clock marked a milestone in the ef¬
forts of the radio station and its hun¬
dreds of past and present WRBC
managers and DJ's.
When WRBC went on the air
in 1984, its founders attempted to ad¬
dress a group of listeners whose tastes
might be unsatisfied with the radio
stations in the Lewiston/Auburn area.
Their idea was to form WRBC as an
alternative radio station that would
play a large mixture of music. The for¬
mat combined the often requested
classic rock shows with lesser known
up and coming artists in fields of jazz,
dance, classical and international
music.
In order to obtain a licence to
broadcast, the new station had to dis¬
associate itself from the previous Bates
College radio station, WRJR, that had
been forced to shut down for a viola¬
tion of broadcasting codes. This oc¬
curred when the WRJR DJ decided to
take over the radio waves from Lewis¬
ton to Boston through illegal means .
Because of the controversy over this
incident, WRBC has worked hard to
establish itself as a serious station with
professional intentions.
According to General Man¬
ager Sheri Pizzi, and Program Director
George Reese, past administrations
made few changes to improve or up¬
date the station since its first broadcast
in 1984. Much of the equipment had

fallen into disrepair while other pieces
had suffered abuse from inexperienced
DJ's. Managers were finally forced to
address the problem two years ago
when its optimod, a component crucial
to its transmission, broke down and
had to be replaced. The station re¬
mained off of the air for a few months
and caused a stir of concern through¬
out the listening audience, and the
station's DJ. Now, the station must
confront the problem of licence re¬
newal.
On April 1,1991, the station
will re-apply for a licence, having
changed tremendously from even one
year ago. Both Pizzi and Reese agreed
that it would have been next to impos¬
sible to be approved for relicensing in
WRBC's former condition.
The process of applying for
renewal involves the inspection of
WRBC by members of the FCC to en¬
sure that it does not emit excessive
amounts of radiation from the tower,
that the equipment is not sparking and
hazardous and ultimately to ensure
that the station is efficient and well
run. Another requirement is the sub¬
mission of past play lists of all of the
shows since 1984 to ensure the diver¬
sity of music being offered by the sta¬
tion.
According to Pizzi and Reese,
this has been one of the most difficult
parts for them due to the complete
disarray of WRBC in the past years.
Some of the play lists they have found
date back to the 1970's when WRJR was
on the air. Paperwork, however, has
been the least of their concerns over the
past few months.
Obtaining the finances neces¬
sary to achieve such a task presented a
difficult obstacle for the staff. Board
members presented a budget proposal
last semester to the RA that requested
increased funds, allowing for the im¬
provements as operation costs. They
were given a $14,463.00 special grant
as their budget, and a $1411.00 college

FUTONS

Assistant Technical Director Everett Evans '92 and General Manager Sheri
Pizzi broadcasting from the WRBC studio.
Marian Proctor photo.
loan to be used to alleviate WRBC's
debt. Both the RA and CHC are help¬
ing the station to finance the debt.
One of the most important
stipulations put upon this agreement
was the RA's insistence that WRBC put
aside $1500.00 a year to guard against
future difficulties and unforseen needs
of the station. This was met with wide
acclaim from the members of WRBC
who saw the idea as a type of blanket
insurance policy for the future. Ac¬

cording to Pizzi, this gives the station
a much greater feeling of security. The
station can now plan towards large
purchases in the future rather than
attempting to replace equipment at the
last minute, as they have been forced to
do this year.
Next week, in the final story of the
WRBC series, Lisa Comer will ad¬
dress changes in this year's equip¬
ment and musical programing.

(Dining ’dtdxjterienco
f *

What every student
needs for their dorm
or room ... Offered
in two styles, the bi-fold
and tri-fold.

\

Luncheon: 11:30am - 2:00pm Weekdays
Dinner: 5:00pm - 9:00pm Mon-Thurs
5:00pm - 10:00pm Fri - Sat
Sunday Brunch/Dinner: 10:00am - 8:00pm

Nightly Dinner Specials
Wednesday: Pasta! Pasta! Pasta!

$9.95

choose from three special homemade pasta entrees

Thursday: Lovers Night Out, Dinner For Two

$19.95

includes complimentary oysters

Friday: International Culinary Experience Night
Derived from the Japanese sleeping mat
the Futon is a flexible cotton mattress that
may be used as a sofa or bed.

Nattress Furniture Co., Inc.
1179 Center St., Rte. 4
Auburn 783-0371

OPSN
Monday-Saturday
Friday Night 'til 8:30

Saturday: Prime Rib Night

$9.95

12 Oz. prime rib au jus

all entrees served complete regular menu also available

Sundays At T J’s

COME SEE THEM AT ...

GcCC Financing
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$10.95

choose from four special entrees from around the world

Brunch Served Till 2:00pm, Complete Meal $4.95
Dinner Served All Day, Complete Meal $7.95

Open Columbus Day For Lunch & Dinner
784-7217
Two Great Falls Plaza
Auburn, Maine

ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

CHC gets their feet wet with Floating Boats
by Isabel Roche
Student Corespondent

"Floating Boats" is definitely
not your typical band, as will be seen
tomorrow night when they bring their
Caribbean influenced Rock and Roll
and island heat to Commons for the
Back-to-Bates weekend Chase Hall
party.
According to Chase Hall
Committee President Lisa Bommarito
'91, this is the first of the two campus¬
wide CHC parties that will be held in
Chase Hall this semester, and will have
a "south of the border theme," which
will be carried out to the fullest, includ¬

ing piniatas, a limbo contest, and
"junkanoo," the bohemian street mu¬
sic that "Floating Boats" has made its
trademark. Bommarito calls them a
"high energy" band, and says that they
are "very danceable."
The bands popularity proves
her remarks. They have been playing
clubs and colleges from the Bahamas
to Boston, Providence, and New York
City, gaining momentum and a grow¬
ing audience of loyal supporters who
love the music they write, which ad¬
dresses large issues without losing sight
of the music. Lead singer JohnieCristie
is originally from the Bahamas, while
the other members, bassist Chris Mer-

ullo, guitarist/singer Danny Bernini,
and drummer Dave Higgens, are all
natives of the American northeast.

”A lot of people and ideas
are forced. Boats just float.
They go here, they go there.
A boat doesn't have to fol¬
low a road."
— band members
Christie and Merullo have
described their band's music as "A
rock and roll steak seasoned with funk,
swing and calypso for flavor," and say
that their name just came to them: "It's

what we're about.. .A lot of people and
ideas are forced. Boats just float. They
go here, they go there. A boat doesn't
have to follow a road."
In a recent Regional Music
Review, "Floating Boats" was called
"A fun band to listen to.. .(They) com¬
bine comic, yet ironic, lyrics with quirky
ska-influenced music for an interest¬
ing package. They are reminiscent of
the bands They Might be Giants and
Timbuk 3."
Also playing at the party will
be the local band "Room 32," who will
situate in Chase Lounge and play a
large variety of cover songs. Bommar¬
ito promises that this will be "one of
the biggest parties of the year."

24 (h) Ours : What was Hamlet Smoking?
by Anthony Miller
Staff Reporter

Place Text Here

Place Photo Here

This is an independent student review, an experimental article. The Bates Student assumes no responsibility and is in no way affiliated
with this piece. You are free to stop reading whenever you choose. (This will not cost you $2.)

Fall Festivals and Concerts
October is Maine Crafts Month!
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY FAIRS
Auburn: A craft show at the Auburn Mall from 9:30 am to 9:00pm. Call 729-5677 for information.
Boothbay: Railway Village Fall Foliage Festival. Craft fair, food, entertainment, steam train rides. Call 633-4727 for
information.
Camden: Fall Festival. Professional arts and crafts, kids' activities, homemade foods and crafts, farmers market. Harbor
Park Amphitheater. Call 236-4404 for information.

Newry: Blue Mountain Arts and Crafts Festival, Sunday River Ski Resort. Sat: 10am - 4pm; Sun: 11am - 4pm.

TUESDAY: 12:30 pm Concert: The Bates Noonday Concert Series presents Greg Anderson and Pam Weeks, both
of the band Yankee Exchange, playing traditional folk music with the hammer dulcimer, mountain dulcimer and vocals.
Olin Concert Hall Free
1:00 pm

Lecture-Tour: The new director of the Olin Museum of Art, Genetta Gardner, will give a half-

hour tour and discussion of the Maine crafts exhibit currently shown. Olin Museum of Art

7:30 pm

Slide Lecture: Altoon Sultan, a noted New York painter, will show and discuss her landscape

paintings. Olin Lecture Hall 104

Free

8:00 pm Portland Symphony Orchestra opens its 66th season with a classical concert featuring new PSO
concertmaster. Program includes works by Mozart, Stravinsky and Beethoven. Call the PSO at 773-8191. City Hall Auditorium
Tickets $10-$28

WEDNESDAY 12:30 pm

Gallery Talk: "Printmaking: Process and Meaning," by Mark C. Wethli, Bowdoin

College Museum of Art, Brunswick. Lecture will be repeated on Oct. 14,3:00 pm.) Call 725-3275 for information.

Crafts
■ CONTINUED FROM PAGE 13
The show presents more off¬
beat crafts, such as Samuel A. Shaw's
brass weather vanes. Shaw's pieces,
which he calls "windicators," replace
the standard rooster adornment with
geometric shapes and patterns
Lisa Hinter and Patricia Mealer
both contribute the traditional craft of
basketweaving to the show, but with
different results. Mealer is a purist,
creating her effects strictly through the
weaveof her baskets, while Hinter takes
a more radical approach, using paper,
acrylics and raffia (beads) to create a
funkier, offbeat approach to the picnic
basket.
The Maker's '90 show offers
many other unique and interesting
crafts—look for the easel by Peter Spodane and Stephen Neil Rieger, and the
jewelry of Gay Kempton.
In the end, maybe these pieces
are more for display than for use; one
would be hesitant to actually sit at
Anthony Giachatd's beautiful "Lady's
Desk " male or female. But while you
might be better off going to the book¬
store for a new wall tapestry, the pieces
in Makers '90 will always be useful as
beautiful and enjoyable pieces of art.
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Violence Not Caused by Change

■ CONTINUED FROM PAGE 10

■ CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12
construction to begin in two years.
"My aim right now," Branham
said, "is to get students to think about
their own protection." Branham says
the College plans to "augment" this
aim with an increase in campus secu¬
rity methods.
Branham also considers sex¬
ual harassment a problem large enough
to categorize with other more visible
incidents, saying, "That's a form of
violence that this campus has plenty
of."
Branham and Smith North
Junior Advisor Peter Friedman noted
the support on Campus for the victims
and the acknowledgement that this is
not a normal state of Bates' social inter¬
action. Branham said that the assaults
in January caused a "Heightened dis¬
trust, heightened awareness, height¬
ened concern of the ability of women to
go safely about this campus. Bu t shared
by both genders."
Friedman said of his first year
advisees, "They understand it's a
campus crisis — not the way it is nor¬
mally." He added that many had vol¬
unteered for the escort service pro¬
gram. "They're scared... but they ac¬
cept it."
Page Junior Advisor Mary
Hanlon discussed an incident at a dorm
party a few weeks ago, when it was
announced during the party that some¬
one had written a, "Violent, sexual as¬
sault message" on places in the dorm.

Sport

Outlet Has Price Tag

Peggy Daros, Health Center
counselor.
Mark Freeman Photo
"It did cause a scare," she said, but,
"Nobody's expressed any real surprise
at it. They (the first year students)
haven't known anything different."
Friedman and Hanlon charac¬
terized the class of '94 as, "quieter"
than they remember their first year
classes being. "This freshman class
studies a lot for Smith, " Friedman
said, "(But) this is still (a) very free
(atmosphere) compared to high
school." Hanlon added, "This class
does not go out as much, and I'm not
sure why. "

Students 1

■ CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11

■ CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11

campus, Makas said, "I get aggravated
when people say, 'the problem must be
those guys in Milliken. I'm not saying
they're all angels, but I don't tike the
idea that just because they're athletes
means they are aggressive."
Makas observed that this "fin¬
ger-pointing" attitude, in which ev¬
eryone assigns blame to everyone else,
may be one of the major reasons that
problems like excessive violence on
campus don't seem to be resolving
themselves. Makas said that this atti¬
tude is part of the problem, and what is
called for is unity against this common
enemy of violence.
"I don't want to see fear of
violence... be another reason to choose
a group to discriminate against," clari¬
fied Makas, adding that, "A lot of ath¬
letes are getting a bum rap."
Confronting the issue of ath¬
letes and violence towards women,
Makas said, "If you look for violence
towards women, it seems to me that
violence towards women would most
likely come from someone with ego
problems, some one with no power...
A large, strong person would probably
not have such problems."

violence by saying, "I think the big
question is whether contact sports lead
participants into aggressive behavior
off the field. I think they do, especially
when alcohol is involved."
Commenting on how team
activities off the field can sometimes be
intimidating, one anonymous student
said, "I hear the football players
chanting their war cry on the steps of
Milliken," and asks, 'To what extent
do teams portray their opponents as
enemies?"
"I see the violence of some
contact sports as metaphorical for war,"
says another anonymous Bates senior.
According to that student, in the heat
of the game the opponent or the
opposing team may often be
dehumanized, an attitude that releases
violent behavior.

Go against
the grain.
Cut down on salt.
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damage rep. of Roger Williams Hall
said he believes non-residents cause
most of the damage. Keeping in mind
that Roger Williams sponsors parties
every other Thursday night, he said,
"There is a misconception that people
can come here and break things if it's
people outside the dorm."
Currently, at Roger Williams,
stick ball shattered a window, smoke
set off a fire alarm, and an accumula¬
tion of beer soaking through the floor
floodedthecircuitboard. "Idon'tthink
they do it on purpose. It's a laid back
place," noted Roger Williams' dorm
damage rep. The bottom line is "Builtup tensions combined with an over¬
consumption of alcohol," he said.
Agreeing with Roger Williams'
rep, Chris O'Connor, '91, dorm dam¬
age rep of Milliken House also feels
outside visitors contribute greatly to
dorm damage. According to O'Connor,
returning alumni members are at fault
for some damage done this year, such
as a hole in the wall downstairs and a
door knocked off its hinges. Addition¬
ally, Milliken residents broke a couple
of windows, as well as a room door due
to hallway wrestling.
However, O'Connor empha¬
sized that damage this year has been
"tame" compared to that of last year.
"During the course of a party," he re¬
called, "people ripped down a whole
banister from the second to the first
floor, which cost over $1,200. It was
kind of impressive," he said. "Last
year, approximately $150-$200 was
charged per person, and there was a
$50-$75 bill to clean the rug every
week," O'Connor added.

Rand dorm damage rep
Christo Doyle, '94, blames their first
party for their dorm damage. "The
bathroom shower door was smashed
in and knocked off its hinges, and
someone punched the screen out as a
quicker way to get to the bathroom,"
he said. "Upstairs someone poured
rubbing alcohol on the carpet and lit it
on fire," he added.
According to Doyle, Rand
profited $150 from their party, but all
or most of it will pay for the dorm dam¬
age. Doyle feels the basis for violence
in the form of dorm damage is
"drunken fools" and "rambunctious
freshmen." He stressed, however, "I'm
not anti-drinking. It comes with col¬
lege."
J.A. Suzi Mucci of Smith South
said, "Recent visitors of a Bates student
ripped down two shower curtains on
the first floor bathroom. Chewing to¬
bacco and crackers were left all over
the floor. Two fire extinguishers, one
of them chemical, were set off in the
basement, and one girl was confronted
with it (the visitors with the fire extin¬
guisher)." She noted that the students
who hosted these guests will receive
the bill.
Mucci believes "Alcohol is an
underlying factor, not a main one be¬
cause there's a lot of people who drink
who aren't destructive. Not everyone
reacts to alcohol in the same way."
"There's a difference between
making a mess and destroying prop¬
erty," Mucci declared. "It's not only
left for people here to live with but also
for the maids and custodians, as if they
don't already have enough to clean."

Alcohol Abuse and Violence

■ CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12
aggressive when drinking ... I don't
think
alcohol
can
cause
aggressiveness."
Daros also commented on the
correlation between aggression and
marijuana use, saying, "pot tends to be
a relaxant... but that is not always the
case: some people have paranoid
reactions. In their paranoia, you can't
be sure how they will act out." Daros
notes also that, "you often see (alcohol
and marijuana) used in conjunction
with one another."
On the subject of cocaine use,
Daros said, "I haven't seen it at all in
my practice here."
Daros observed that with any
drug effects and reactions are highly
individual, taking into account factors
such as body weight, personality type,
environment in which they are used,
and even how much food a person has
in their stomach.
Recent studies have shown
that even gender can have an effect on
how drugs affect an individual, as
Daros said, "Women have a tendency
to react to alcohol and drugs faster
then men."
Therefore, says Daros,

"Women who are using alcohol . . .
need to be clear about their limitations."
Daros also noted that since
women are usually the victims of acts
of sexual violence, they need to be
doubly cautious about their alcohol
consumption, because when they are
intoxicated, they may be totally
unaware of what's happening, "...she's
in a position not to be able to fight off
her aggressor."
Continuing, Daros said, "If
she's with a partner who's also
intoxicated, she's at a double
disadvantage. It can become a very
confusing state."
However, Daros was quick to
clarify her position on this subject,
saying, "Just because she has chosen to
drink.. .does notmeanshe'sresponsible
for what happens to her ... she's made
some poor choices, but that doesn't
mean that the punishment should be
rape."
Daros feels that large parties
inspire abusive drinking and often
resulting violent outbursts. "One of the
difficulties (alcohol abusers) have," said
Daros, "is saying no to a drink, (and) it's
more difficult to be at a large party and
not have a drink in their hand."

Take your heart
to court.

If there’s a pain in
your chest, he a
pain in the neck.

Exercise serves you right.

Complain to a doctor.
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Sports
Women’s Soccer Surges to Fourth Straight Victory
by Christopher Locke
Student Correspondent
After upping their record to 4-1-1
with a 2-0 win at Wheaton on Satur¬
day, the Women's Soccer team put their
three-game winning streak on the line
against the USM Wolverines on
Wednesday. Bates faced additional
pressure in attempting to preserve its
newly acquired ranking in the top ten
of NESCAC.
The field, narrow, bumpy and a
"Definite home field advantage," ac¬
cording to Coach Marti Kingsley, de¬
termined a less than vintage game of
soccer. With the Bobcats frequently
bunched around the ball and making
frequent passing mistakes, they often
found themselves on the defensive.

Fortunately, no real scoring opportu¬
nities appeared for the Wolverines,
thanks in part to Janine Henry's '93
hard play at stopper.
The stalemate was broken by the
Bobcats with 13:50 remaining in the
first half, when Mikaela Corkery '92,

On a breakaway in the
second half, the Wolverines
put only the second goal of
this season past first year
standout Amy Brunner '94,
to even the score at 1-1...
omnipotent at sweeper, put a penalty
kick past an inexperienced USM goalie.
The goal perked up the Bobcats, as
Sarah Ireland '93, raced the ball upfield,

while Pam Kove '91 played gritty
physical defense.
On a breakaway in the second half,
the Wolverines put only the second
goal of this season past first year stand¬
out Amy Brunner '94, to even the score
at 1-1. USM then picked up the pace,
initiating a physical, bruising brand of
soccer, made possible by questionable
officiating. The Bobcats rose to the
challenge, however, and pulled away
for good at 33:13, when Sarah Carothers '92, aggressive all day, put in a
corner kick from Colleen O'Brien '92.
Just four minutes later, with under
eight minutes remaining, the Bobcats
dashed any hopes the Wolverines had
of a comeback with another goal off a
corner kick. Carothers assisted this
time, as Ireland's alert play in front of

the goal resulted in the Bobcats' third
and final point.
The Bobcats' last game of their

The Bobcats rose to the
challenge, however, and
pulled away for good at
33:13,
when
Sarah
Carothers '92, aggressive
all day, put in a corner kick
from Colleen O'Brien '92.
three-game road trip will be held at
Babson on Saturday at 1:00, followed
by a home game against Amherst on
Sunday at 2:00. With only one loss
marring the Bobcats' record at the
season's midpoint, qualification for
post-season play appears imminent.

Ball Bounces Badly for Bates Men Against Clark, MIT
hope to be healthy for these upcoming
matches. Yet Coach Purgavie remains
positive about the team's future de¬
spite this setback. If the team can over¬
come the injuries, he is confident they
"Have the potential for being a con¬
tender in the league."
Working to their advantage, their
next game takes place Saturdayat Bates.
They face Babson at 2:00 in what prom¬
ises to be the Bobcats greatest chal¬
lenge to date. For those who enjoy
watching high pressure soccer, take
time out of your busy schedule and
lend your support. Battling against
injuries and a tough opponent, Men's
Soccer needs our spirit and enthusi¬
asm.

by Kim Small
Staff Reporter
Suffering from yet another loss,
the Men's Soccer Team must put the
last two games behind them and look
to Saturday's match against a skilled
Babson squad. After controlling most
of Wednesday's game against Clark,
Bates left the field with a 1-0 defeat.
Clarkdecided the outcome of the match
in the second half when they took
advantage of a loose ball in front of the
Bobcats'net. The ball came off a comer
kick and bounced off about three play¬
ers before going into the goal.
Overall, Clark had more opportu¬
nities to score and gave Bates quite a
scare midway through the first half
when an indirect kick rebounded off
the crossbar. Yet, the Bobcats pres¬
sured back and played high-level soc¬
cer for the majority of the game.
It was a tough loss for the Bobcats
who continue to work through inju¬
ries. Senior goalkeeper Mike Evans
and midfielder Jose Freitas '91 return
after being injured along with sopho¬
more Phil Ryan. The loss to Clark only
added to the team's frustrations about
their recent performances.
It was a long ride for a day trip as
the t earn traveled to MIT last Friday.
After a two and a half hour bus ride,
they found themselves caught up in
the intensity of a 120 minute game of
soccer. The end result was a 5-3 loss for
the Bobcats who could not finish with
a win after regulation play and two 15
minute overtimes. E>espite a strong
effort, Bates boarded the bus with a
loss and headed for home.
During regular play, the Bobcats
dominated as both the offense and
defense remained consistent. First-half
play resulted in the Bobcats gaining a
2-0 lead over the Engineers who coun¬
tered with two in the second half.
Regulation time ended in a 2-2 tie, thus
causing the game to go into two over¬
times.
The final outcome looked positive
in the first overtime as Bates took over
and scored one goal. However, seven
minutes into the second overtime, MIT
tied the score and proceeded to stun
Bates by scoring two more consecutive
goals. Surprisingly, consistent play by
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Russ Arnold ’93 keeps his eye on the ball against Clark. Marian Proctor photo.
the Bobcats resulted in a loss, not a win.
Coach George Purgavie summed up
the match saying, " It was a strange
game in which we should not have
given up five goals."
It was hard to believe the Bobcats
had lost the match, having ou tshot them
19 to 15. A number of players contrib¬
uted to this statistic with five becoming
involved in the scoring. Sophomore
midfielder John Scofield added one for
the team after receiving an assist from
Mike Leahy '93. A penalty kick from
captain Greg Mulready '91 put the

Bobcats ahead and forward Kip Van
Valkenburgh '92 capitalized on a pass
from Evan Borg '91 giving Bates their
third and final goal of the day.
Having no time to ponder over
these losses, Bates now looks to the
next game against a nationally ranked
Babson squad. According to Coach
Purgavie, "Babson always gives us a
challenging match." Ranked 12th in
the country, Di vi sion III Babson should
force the Bobcats to play top quality
soccer.
Plagued by injuries, the Bobcats

GREAT
FOOD
7 DAYS
A WEEK
V
_\_

SPRING BREAK/
CHRISTMAS BREAK TOURS
Individuals or student organiza¬
tion needed to promote our Ski/
Sun Tours. EARN MONEY and
FREE TRIPS to Cancun, Day¬
tona, Vermont, Montreal.
CALL HI-LIFE 1-800-263-5604
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SPORTS

Defense Shines but Football Falls to Wesleyan 14-10
By Laura Sullivan
Copy Editor
Oh, what a heartbreaker. The
Bates defense turned in another out¬
standing performance this past Satur¬
day against Wesleyan; unfortunately,
after jumping out to an early lead, the
Wesleyan defense held on to win the
game.
The Cardinals came out throw¬
ing. Quarterback Dave D'Onofrio
quickly completed his first three passes
to move his team to the Bobcat 21 -yard
line. However, after a slow start, the
Bobcat defense rallied to prevent the
score.
Senior tackle Chris Schreiber
batted down D'Onofrio's next pass to
bringup3rdand3. Thedefense rallied
to sack D'Onofrio back to the 26-yard
line to bring up the field goal attempt.
The attempt failed, keeping the score
0-0.
However, on their next pos¬
session the Cardinals got on the board
first with a 1-yard rush by freshman
Korey Whitfield.
Unfortunately for the Bobcats,
Wesleyan struck again quickly, strip¬
ping the ball and running it back to the
Bobcat 11-yard line. Two plays later
D'Onofrio completed a 2-yard pass for
the touchdown. The extra point gave
the Cardinals a 14-0 lead.
Bates got on the board in the
second quarter as a result of a Wesleyan
fumble which sophomore linebacker
Jim Alandydy recovered to give the
Bobcats excellent field position. Quar¬
terback Steve Bucci '93 then connected
with split-end Chris Plante '93 to put
Bates back in the game, 14-7.
The second half belonged to
the Bobcat defense. Bates contained
Wesleyan in their own half of the field
forcing them to punt over and over,
twice from the end-zone. Due to the
constant pressure the Cardinals failed
to create any real scoring threat.

John Yuskis ’93 rushing for some of the 40 yards he collected against Wesleyan last Saturday.
The Bobcats added 3 points in
the third quarter when sophomore Ja¬
son St. Peter booted a 37-yard field
goal, bringing the score to 14-10.
In spite of the excellent field
position the Bobcats continually found
themselves with in the second half, the
offense failed to make the most of these
scoring opportunities. The offense
turned the ball over six times, perhaps
the decisive factor of the game.
Ironically, Bates dominated
most of the other statistics, both defen¬
sively and offensively. The Bobcat
defense sacked D'Onofrio nine times,
compared to two sacks for the Cardi¬
nals. Junior defensive end Mark

Tennis Triumphant Over
Simmons, Aced by Wheaton
by Joshua Gilman
Student Correspondent
This past weekend's action saw
the Women's Tennis squad finally on
the winning side of the scoresheet in a
tight, 5-4 victory over Simmons Col¬
lege on September 30. The win marked
a positive ending to the team's twoday Boston road trip, which began the
day before with a 2-7 mauling suffered
at the hands of Wheaton College.
Wheaton, sporting a 6-1 rec¬
ord coming into the match, ripped
through Bates' singles seeds. The Lions
downed first-seed Laura Liolis '91 in
dominating fashion (6-0, 6-2), then
continued through the Bates line-up
by shredding both Sue Butler '91 (6-1,
6-0) and Kim Donohue '93 (6-2, 6-1).
Coach George Wigton noted that,
"Clearly Wheaton was better than we
were, but a bright spot for us would
have to be Ewa's tough win."
Bobcat fourth seed Ewa
Karazim '94 guided herself through a
6-4,1-6, 6-4 victory to chalk up Bates'
only singles win.
Interestingly, the doubles
seeds, usually the Bobcats' strength,

managed only one victory against the
"Wheaties". Second seed "K-team"
members Kate Criniti '92 and Kate
Bendle '94 provided the positive tally
with a three set, 7-6,2-6, 7-6 triumph.
The following day's win
against Simmons College proved
somewhat uncharacteristic for Bates,
with the bulk of the damage inflicted
by the singles seeds instead of the
doubles. The top three singles chalked
up wins, with Donohue (6-2, 7-5), Lio¬
lis (6-4, 6-7, 6-3) and Criniti (6-1, 7-6)
victorious in close matches. Wigton
again singled out Karazim for some
excellent tennis, this time as "The key
to the win over Simmons." She turned
in a hard-fought 7-6,6-7,6-4 decision
to put Bates on top.
Upcoming matches this week
include away dates at Plymouth State
College and Amherst College. Wigton
indicated that he is optimistic that
success can be found against Plymouth
Sta te, especially with the improved play
of the singles seeds. However, Wigton
also noted thattheLord Jeffsof Amherst
"Would be the most powerful team we
will face this year."
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Monopoli led the sack attack with three
and a half bags, Chris Schreiber fol¬
lowed with two and a half.
On the offensive side Bates
racked up 272 yards of total offense
compared to 201 for Wesleyan. The
leading Bobcat rusher was sophomore
John Yuskis who converted 18 rushes
into 40 yards. Quarterback Steve Bucci
showed some versatility completing
14 of 28 passes for 169 yards and a
touchdown as well as rushing 13 times
for 34 yards.
This weekend Bates facesMiddlebury in the annual homecoming
game. Coach Web Harrison antici¬
pates a different type attack from the 1-

Scott Pim Photo

1 Panthers. Whereas Wesleyan had a
primarily pass-oriented attack, Middlebury relies heavily on a rushing
attack.
Harrison notes, "They have a
very strong running game. (Pat) Dyson,
their quarterback, is the key guy. He
runs the wishbone well and is an out¬
standing runner himself."
Despite the loss to Wesleyan,
the Bobcats showed encouraging signs
of improvement. If the defense contin¬
ues to play the way it has been and the
offense continues to improve, the
match-up with Middlebury should be
a close one.The game begins at 1:30
p.m. on Saturday at Garcelon Field.

SCORECARD
SPORT
LAST CONTEST RECORD
X-Country (F)* Third (Williams Invit.)
X-Country (M) Second (Bates Invit.)
Field Hockey Tied 0-0 (Tufts)

2-3-2

Football

Lost 14-10

1-1

Soccer (F)

Won 3-1 (USM)

5-1-1

Soccer (M)

Lost 1-0 (Clark)

2-3-1

Tennis (F)

Won 5-4 (Simmons) 2-5

Volleyball

Won (Bates Invit.)

15-1

*Due to a technical error, the Women’s X-Country
did not appear in the last scorecard. We apologize
error.

SPORTS

Volleyball Sweeps Through Bates Tournament
by Peter CanStaff Reporter
The Women's Volleyball team
swept all competition enroute to their
third straight Bates Invitational vic¬
tory thispast weekend in Alumni Gym.
In dominating the five matches, the
Bobcats upped their record to 15-1 and
maintained their number one position
in New England.
Bates opened the weekend with
three-game victoriesover Bowdoin (153,15-4,15-6) and Wellesley (15-7,15-6,
15-13) last Friday night.
Bates met what proved to be its
toughest opponent of the weekend on
Saturday morning when Williams took
the Bobcats to five games. The Bobcats
won both the opener and third game
by a score of 15-3. But the Ephmen
rallied twice to take the second and
fourth contests 17-15 and 15-13. After
regrouping, Bates finished the match
with another 15-3 win.
"I think that we were rolling along
and just let up in intensity," noted
Coach Marsha Graef. "Whenever we
let down, W illiams took advantage and
made it a close match."
Bates finished the perfect tourna¬
ment record by defeating Tufts 15-8,
15-2,15-7 and finally UMF 15-5,15-5,
15-13.
"This was a good weekend for us,"
said Graef. "It was a real team effort
because everybody got to play in about
every match. We also worked on our
offense, trying to implement some new
plays for the first time and got a feel for

Dalas Cook ’92 (13) and Allyson Reynolds ’93 (1) di ve for a ball at the Bates Invitational.
where we are at with our timing and
hitting."
Experience and youth again com¬
bined nicely for the Bobcats. Senior
Co-captains Jen White and Julie Roche
led the team with consist ent play and

received All-Tournament honors for
their efforts. Carey Linder '94, Liz
Ruskaup '94, Dalas Cook '92, and Cindy
Simonides '93 also added hustle and
strong hitting to the Bobcat attack.
Allyson Reynolds '93 ran a consistent

Scott Pirn Photo.

offense on the floor for Bates all day
and added a few kills at the setter
position.Bates will try to maintain their
dominance over New England teams
this weekend when the Bobcats travel
to the Bowdoin College Tournament.

Women's Cross-Country Spends Successful September
by Bamaby Donlon
Student Correspondent
September proved to be an excit¬
ing month for the Bates Women's CrossCountry team. Under a new head coach,
George Rose, the squad notched sev¬
eral important wins at recent Invita¬
tional meets around New England.
Consistent top-five perform¬
ances from Andrea Elder ('92) and
Kristy Gould ('93) helped place the
team's record well over the .500 mark.
Despite a frustrating 4th place finish at
Colby last Saturday, the Bobcats ap¬
pear to be improving at a rate which
virtually guarantees success in the lat¬
ter part of the season.
The team began their crusade
on the 19th of September when they
faced fierce competition from two firstrate teams: Williams and Middlebury.
Williams, ranked 6th in the National
Polls (Division III), placed five runners
in the top ten and toppled Middlebury

by a 21 point margin.
Although Williams refused to
relinquish their lead after the early
stages of the race, Bates surprised the
crowd when two of its runners placed
2nd and 3rd. Elder and Gould covered
the 3.25 mile rain-slicked course faster
than all but one runner,Williams' Anne
Platt.
On the following Saturday, the
22nd, Bates travelled to Southeastern
Massachusetts University to compete
against a dozen other teams. Entering
the meet with two losses from the
Williams Invitional, Bates tied for third
with host team S.M.U. and emerged
with a 9-4-1 record. Again, Elder (7th)
and Gould (11th) led the top seven,
closely followed by Karen Stemfeld
'94 (33rd), Jessica Larsen '93 (43rd),
Vita Taormina '94 (48th), Sarah Grif¬
fiths '93 (53rd) and the formerly in¬
jured Grace Murphy '92 (63rd.)
Prior to last weekend, the Bob¬
cats raced without a key member of the

team: their captain. Senior Suzanne
O'Brien '91, back after a year of hip
injuries and academic commitments,
is expected to add a powerful dimen¬
sion to the Bobcat contingent upon her
full recovery.
Last Saturday, in her first race
in almost a year, O'Brien placed 14th
(4th for Bates) and almost
singlehandedly made the difference for
the team. The final scores of Smith, 49,
Bowdoin, 52, Colby, 56, and Bates 58
simply can- not describe the closeness
of the meet.
Coach Rose later explained that
his decision to rest key runner Karen
Sternfeld may have cost them the meet.
"If she had run, we certainly would
have won the meet." Rose, now in his
tenth season as a Women's CrossCountry coach, has set his sights on
more important races. He states,
"Provided Grace Murphy stays
healthy, less-experienced runners con¬
tinue to improve, and O'Brien peaks

with the rest of the team, we should
have an outstanding team at the start¬
ing line for the New England meet."
On a team where there are more
new students than all upperclasswomen combined it is most important
to start building for a strong future
now.
New students that could form
the backbone of a superstar team in¬
clude Stemfeld, Taormina, Pfefferman,
and twins Jennifer and Kim Kessler.
Coach Rose continually praises
his team, stating, "So far I’ve been very
pleased with the dedication and com¬
mitment of the team."
Realistic goals for this season
include sending two runners to Na¬
tionals, and assembling a team of seven
women who can establish Bates in the
top ten at New Englands.
The team enjoys a week off
before travelling to Bowdoin for the
NESCAC Invitational on the 13th of
October.

Bobcat Runners Place Second at Bates Invitational
by Grace Murphy
Staff Reporter
Four teams toed the starting
line in last Friday's meet, but to know¬
ing spectators, the real race occured
between Division I University of New
Hampshire and the Bates Bobcats. For
years, the men's Cross-Country Teams
at both schools have shared a strong
and close rivalry, alternating wins with
close losses.
After being nosed out by Bates
last month at the Can-Am Invitational,
the UNH Wildcats returned to squeeze
past Bates, 32 -36. Tufts followed in

third with 57 points and MIT lagged
far behind with 117.
Despite the home course ad¬
vantage at Springbrook Golf Course,
Bates allowed UNH to quickly grab the
first three positions in the first mile.
Coach Walter Slovenski observed,
"They stole the race in the first mile by
hustling out, but it will be a good les¬
son for later in the season.".
Bates fought back from the
early deficit, as Joe Sears '92 and Craig
Samey '94 pulled away from the pack
to place second and fourth respectively
with times of 26:34 and 26:55.

While Bob Parks '92 ran a
consistent race to place 8th, the fourth,
fifth, and sixth runners for Bates caused
the real surprise of the day. Jason
Aldrich '93, co-captain Mike Clarke
'91, and Ira Bird '93 worked together
much of the way to grab the 10th, 12th,
and 13 th places.
According to Slovenski, "If
there were a Race of the Week award,
Ira and Jason would get it." Both team
members improved dramatically in
time and team position from the week
before, and Clarke, recovering from
injury, placed in the scoring five in his

second race of the season.
Rounding out the top seven,
Joe Harrington '94 finished 16th, sprint¬
ing to pass a UNH team member on the
uphill finish. Recovering from injury,
co-captain Ian Shearer '91, boasted an
encouraging performance in his first
race of the season. Despite defeat, Bates
continues to be ranked second in New
England and ninth in the nation for
Division III schools.
Although Bates placed six
runners in front of UNH's fifth scorer,
the team needs more clout upfront .
■ SEEX-COUNTRY, PAGE 20
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What more can be done to stop violence on
campus?

"Education on the school's part.
Alcohol is not the issue at all general sexism that's been in¬
grained is the problem that needs
to be addressed."
Neil Bray '93

"I think people should stop drinking — more classes like the
[Racial and Ethnic Identity] symposium."
Ellen Holty '92
"Educating people about awareness and conduct."
Sally Craver '92

"I think less of the blame needi
to be put on the administration.
I think people need to take more
responsibility for themselves."
Eric Mercer '91

Ps

Sr*--ass*

"There's too much alcohol for
minors... carding people at
doors. A party ought to provide
an escort service to take people
home by car or foot. The person
who serves alcohol should say,
'Okay, last one."'
Nick Monogenis '91

"I think people's focus on the
administration ...is a distraction
from the root of the problem.
People are afraid to deal with
the real issues which involve
personal responsibility for your
actions."
Andrea Nightengale '89

X-Country

the competition on the team, remark¬
ing, "It makes the team better." Pre¬
dicts Clarke, "Next week's Codfish
■ CONTINUED FROM PAGE 19
Bowl will be a proving ground to see
Slovenski attributes UNH's vicotry to who will compete in NESCAC's ", a
Bates'slow five-man gap ofl:10. "We meet in which only the top seven from
need to work on pack running and every team in the conference are sent.
Bates next competes in Boston
getting the team within forty five to
at
the
Codfish
Bowl Saturday, October
sixty seconds of Joe (Sears)."
According to team members, 6th. Having placed second out of 20
the most exciting result of Friday's race teams last year, Slovenski hopes for a
occured in the shifting of the top seven. high placing again. "If we can repeat
Team member Chris Parrish, that, it would be outstanding, and of
sixth on the team last week and a close course, we have an outside chance to
8th this week comments, " Our team win."
Saturday will see each Bates
showed a lot of versatility Friday. The
harrier
running
hard for two reasons:
people finishing in the top seven
to
defeat
Division
I rival Holy Cross in
weren't the same people running in the
this
all
division
meet,
as well as grab a
top seven in the past few meets- it
top
seven
slot
on
their
own talented
shows the depth our team has."
team.
With nine people vying for the
top seven spots, Slovenski welcomes
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"Security needs to coordinate
with students and student
groups to emphasize precaution¬
ary measures. They tend to deal
with things once they happen,
but they are impotent in dealing
with things before they do."
John Buckman '91

"I think what has to be done is
people have to be more aware of
each other and look out for other
people's safety. There's no way
to stop violence, but there is a
way to prevent itif vou are aware
of other people.
Jess Gearhart '93
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Ante’s

Orphan Annie’s
Antique & Curio Shop
Specializing in
Curios • Collectibles • Jewelry
Toys • Furniture • Fine Decorative Antiques
Vintage Clothing and Accessories
From 1890 to 1960

all vintage clothing
25% off on all Linen’s

October only: 50% off on

96 Court Street • Auburn • Telephone 782-0638
Open Mon.-Sat. 10-5; Sun. 12-5_

